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The Inverse Mean Curvature Flow

and the Riemannian Penrose Inequality

Gerhard Huisken� and Tom Ilmanen�

In this paper we develop the theory of weak solutions for the inverse mean curvature

�ow of hypersurfaces in a Riemannian manifold� and apply it to prove the Riemannian

version of the Penrose inequality for the total mass of an asymptotically �at 	�manifold of

nonnegative scalar curvature� announced in 
HI���

LetM be a smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension n � � with metric g  �gij�� A
classical solution of the inverse mean curvature �ow is a smooth family x � N� 
�� T ��M

of hypersurfaces Nt � x�N� t� satisfying the parabolic evolution equation

���
�x

�t


�

H
� x � Nt� � � t � T�

where H� assumed to be positive� is the mean curvature of Nt at the point x� � is the

outward unit normal� and �x��t denotes the normal velocity �eld along the surface Nt�

Without special geometric assumptions �see 
Ge�U�Ho��� the mean curvature may tend

to zero at some points and singularities develop� In x� we introduce a level�set formulation
of ���� where the evolving surfaces are given as level�sets of a scalar function u via

Nt  �fx � u�x� � tg�

and ��� is replaced by the degenerate elliptic equation

���� divM

� ru
jruj

�
 jruj�

where the left hand side describes the mean curvature of the level�sets and the right hand

side yields the inverse speed� This formulation in divergence form admits locally Lipschitz
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continuous solutions and is inspired by the work of Evans�Spruck 
ES� and Chen�Giga�Goto


CGG� on the mean curvature �ow�

Using a minimization principle similar to those of Lichnewsky�Temam 
LT�� Luckhaus


Lu�� Zhou and Hardt�Zhou 
Z�HZ�� and Visintin 
V�� together with elliptic regularization�

in x��	 we prove existence and uniqueness of a Lipschitz continuous weak solution of ����
having level�sets of bounded nonnegative weak mean curvature� The existence result �The�

orem 	��� assumes only mild conditions on the underlying manifoldM � with no restrictions

on dimension� The minimization principle used in the de�nition of weak solutions to ����

allows the phenomenon of �fattening�� corresponding to jumps of the evolving surfaces Nt�

which is desirable for our main application� The minimization property is also essential

for the uniqueness� compactness and regularity properties of the solution� Furthermore� it

leads to connectedness of the surfaces� in x��

The Riemannian Penrose Inequality� Beginning in x� we employ the inverse mean
curvature �ow in asymptotically �at 	�manifolds to derive a proof of the Riemannian

Penrose Inequality�

An end of a Riemannian 	�manifold �M� g� is called asymptotically �at if it is realized

by an open set that is di�eomorphic to the complement of a compact set K in R�� and

the metric tensor g of M satis�es

����� jgij � �ij j � C

jxj � jgij�kj � C

jxj� � Rc � � Cg

jxj� �

as jxj � �� Here the derivatives are taken with respect to the Euclidean metric �  ��ij�
on R� nK and Rc denotes the Ricci curvature on M �

Following Arnowitt� Deser and Misner 
ADM� the ADM mass� or total energy� of the

end is de�ned by a �ux integral through the sphere at in�nity�

����� m � lim
r��

�

���

Z
�B�

r ���

�gii�j � gij�i�n
j d���

which is a geometric invariant� despite being expressed in coordinates� It is �nite precisely

when the the scalar curvature R of g satis�es

Z
M

jRj ��	
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See Bartnik 
B� and Chru�sciel 
Ch	� for these facts� detailed below in Lemma ��	� and see


AM�CK�F�Wa��Y� for further discussion of asymptotic �atness�

The Riemannian case of the Positive Mass Theorem� �rst proven by Schoen and Yau


SY	�� states that an aymptotically �at 	�manifold of nonnegative scalar curvature �possibly

with a compact� minimal boundary� has m � �� with equality only in the case of Euclidean
space� A number of other proofs or approaches to this theorem and extensions have

appeared in the physics and mathematics literature� these include Schoen�Yau 
SY��SY��

SY��� for the method of minimal surfaces and conformal changes� Geroch 
G� and Jang


J��J	� for the inverse mean curvature �ow� Jang 
J��� Kijowski 
K��K��� Jezierski�Kijowski


JK��JK��� Chru�sciel 
Ch��Ch��Ch��Ch��� and Jezierski 
Je��Je	� for an approach with

the p�Laplacian� encompassing also the inverse mean curvature �ow� Witten 
W�� Parker�

Taubes 
PT�� Reula 
R�� Choquet�Bruhat 
C�� Reula�Tod 
RT�� and Chru�sciel 
Ch�� for

the proof using harmonic spinors� the survey article by Lee�Parker 
LP�� Lohkamp 
Lo�

for a recent Riemannian geometry proof� Such analytic methods have many additional

consequences for the geometry and topology of positive scalar curvature manifolds� see


SY��SY��SY�� and 
Li�GL��GL	��

The following sharp lower bound for m� conjectured by Penrose 
P�� in ���	� is the

main result of this paper� Partial or related results have been obtained by Gibbons 
G��G��

�see discussion below�� Herzlich 
He� via the Dirac operator� Bartnik 
Ba	� for metrics

with quasi�spherical foliations� Jezierski 
Je��Je	� in certain cases using the ��Laplacian�

and Bray 
B��B�� using isoperimetric regions� For further information about the role of

isoperimetric regions in positive mass� see 
CY�HY��

Main Theorem �Riemannian Penrose Inequality�� Let M be a complete� connected

��manifold� Suppose that

�i� M has nonnegative scalar curvature�

�ii� M is asymptotically �at satisfying ������ with ADM mass m�

�iii� The boundary of M is compact and consists of minimal surfaces� and M contains

no other compact minimal surfaces�

Then m � �� and
���	� ���m� � jN j�
where jN j is the area of any connected component of �M � Equality holds if and only if M

is one�half of the spatial Schwarzschild manifold�

	



The spatial Schwarzschild manifold is the manifold R� n f�g equipped with the met�
ric g � �� � m��jxj���� Note that it possesses an inversive isometry �xing the sphere
�Bm������ which is an area�minimizing sphere of area ���m

�� The manifold M to which

the theorem applies is then R� nBm������ It is the standard spacelike slice of the exterior

region of the Schwarzschild solution of the Einstein vacuum equations� describing a static�

rotationally symmetric black hole�

The second clause of condition �iii� may seem restrictive at �rst� however� for each

asymptotically �at end of a given manifold� condition �iii� is satis�ed by the connected

component M of in�nity that stands outside of all the compact minimal surfaces �see

Lemma ����� Accordingly� a connected� asymptotically �at 	�manifold that satis�es con�

dition �iii� is called an exterior region� An exterior region has the topology of R� minus

a �nite number of balls� and its boundary consists of area�minimizing ��spheres� These

facts� well known in the literature� are collected in section x��

surface
outermosthidden

surfaces

Schwarzschild
end

Large hidden surfaces�

Condition �iii� ensures that �M is not shielded from spacelike in�nity by a smaller

minimal surface further out� It is easy to construct a rotationally symmetric example

of positive scalar curvature in which the inequality applies to the �outermost� minimal

surface� but fails for arbitrarily large minimal surfaces hidden beyond the outermost one�

�



�See �gure�� For an example of this shielding e�ect with several boundary components�

see Gibbons 
G	��

Physical Interpretation� The manifold �M� g� arises as a spacelike hypersurface in an

asymptotically �at Lorentzian manifold L��� modelling a relativistic isolated gravitating

system governed by Einstein�s equations� In this setting� the result can be interpreted as

an optimal lower bound for the total energy of the system measured at spacelike in�nity

in terms of the size of the largest black hole contained inside�

IfM is a maximal surface in L��� �see Bartnik 
Ba���� then the positive scalar curvature

corresponds to a nonnegative local energy density expressed by the so�called weak energy

condition� If the extrinsic curvature of M vanishes along N � the minimal boundary of

M represents a marginally trapped surface that presages the formation of a space�time

singularity 
HP�HE�Wa�� and ultimately �according to the Cosmic Censorship Hypothesis�

a black hole� These two assumptions lead to the Riemannian case of the Penrose Inequality

treated in this paper�� The shielding e�ect corresponds to the limitation of lightspeed�

The Proof� The inverse mean curvature �ow was �rst proposed by Geroch 
G� as an

approach to positive mass� compare also Jang�Wald 
JW�� Jang 
J��� Geroch observed

that the Hawking quasi�local mass �see 
H��� of a ��surface�

mH�N� �
jN j���
��������

�
��� �

Z
N

H�

�
�

which approaches the ADM mass for large coordinate spheres� is monotonically increasing

under the inverse mean curvature �ow� provided the surface is connected and the scalar

curvature ofM is nonnegative� Since H  � on the inner boundary� this proves the desired

inequality immediately� if there is a smooth solution to the �ow� The heart of the present

paper is to justify this monotonicity for our weak level�set solutions� even in the presence

of jumps� see x�� In this step� the connectedness of the surfaces established in x� is crucial
in view of the use of the Gauss�Bonnet formula�

We treat multiple horizons in x� by using the ability of the solution to jump over re�
gions in 	�space� Since we can prove monotonicity of the Hawking mass only for connected

�Both conditions are assured by the stronger� often�cited hypothesis that M is totally

geodesic� or time�reversible� within the manifold L� representing a momentarily static

spacetime�

�



surfaces� we do not get a lower bound for the ADM mass in terms of the sum of the areas

of the boundary components� as is conjectured� but only in terms of the area of the largest

connected component�

Section � establishes that the Hawking mass never exceeds the ADM mass� leading to

the main result in x�� including the rigidity statement�
Our result suggests a kind of �mass density� given by the positive integrand on the

right�hand side of the Geroch Monotonicity Formula �Theorems ��� and ����� In x�� we
revisit the Schwarzschild example to show that the inferred distribution of the mass �

in particular� whether it resides in the black hole or is distributed throughout the �eld

surrounding it � depends on where you stand� This provides a further obstacle to a bound

for the sum of the areas�

In 
Ba�� Bartnik suggested a new concept of quasi�local mass based on a capacity�

type construction� In x� we use the weak inverse mean curvature �ow to prove the desired
positivity and exhaustion properties for this capacity�

In a future paper we will prove convergence of the Hawking quasi�local mass to the

ADM mass� smoothness of the �ow outside some �nite region and asymptotic convergence

to the center of mass in the sense of Huisken�Yau 
HY�� under suitable asymptotic regularity

for �M� g�� For a more detailed overview of the proof and further comments� the reader

may wish to consult the announcement 
HI�� before reading the details of the present

paper�

The Full Penrose Conjecture� Inequality ���	� is subsumed under the space�time form

of the Penrose Conjecture� in which the extrinsic curvature assumption on M within L is

dropped� which allowsM to carry nonzero momentum and angular momentum� It general�

izes the space�time version of the positive mass theorem �see Schoen�Yau 
SY��SY��SY����

Let Eij � �Rij� �Rgij�� be the Einstein tensor of L� where the tilde denotes the space�time
curvature�

Conjecture� Let N be an �outermost� spacelike 	�surface with null mean curvature vector

in an asymptotically �at Lorentzian manifold L satisfying the dominant energy condition�

namely E�m�n� � � for all future timelike vectors m� n� Then

����� ���m� � jN j�

�



where m is the ADM rest mass of L�

In particular� there should be no restriction on the number of components of N �

We have not given a precise de�nition of asymptotically �at for L� but see 
AM�CK�F�

Wa��Y�� A more serious di�culty is the correct formulation of �outermost�� The main

possibility considered in the literature is the existence of an asymptotically �at spacelike

slice extending from N to in�nity and containing no other compact surface with null mean

curvature vector� Such a slice may of course be useful in proving the inequality� See Jang


J��� Schoen�Yau 
SY�� for interesting and relevant calculations�

There are sharper versions of the Penrose Inequality for charged black holes 
J	� and

rotating black holes 
P	� p���	�� The former now follows from formula ������� as was

pointed out to us in Pune� while the latter entails the full space�time treatment ������

Penrose originally conjectured ����� as a consequence of physical reasoning involving

the famous �Weak� Cosmic Censorship Hypothesis 
P��P	�Wa��� asserting the impossibility

of a naked singularity for a generic spacetime� If the inequality failed� that would indicate

likely failure of Cosmic Censorship� �For details of this beautiful argument� see 
P��P	�JW��

as well as relevant discussion in 
H��G�H	�G��G	�To�Wa���� Thus� our result rules out a

class of counterexamples to Cosmic Censorship�

Another important case treated by Penrose�s original argument involves an in�nitely

thin shell of matter collapsing at the speed of light� surrounding a region of �at Minkowski

space� Gibbons 
G��G�� reduces this to the Minkowski�like inequalityZ
N

j 
Hj � �p�jN j���

for a spacelike ��surface in R��� with inner�pointing� spacelike mean curvature vector 
H�

which he then establishes using recent work of Trudinger 
Tr� on quermassintegrals� Ac�

cordingly� the Penrose Inequality has often been called the Isoperimetric Inequality for

black holes�

For further information on the physical interpretation� we refer to the announcement


HI��� See 
Wa��HE� for general background� and also the informative review article of

Penrose 
P	��
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x� Variational Formulation of Inverse Mean Curvature Flow

Because the inverse mean curvature �ow does not remain smooth� we give a weak

formulation based on minimizing a functional� In general� the surfaces satisfying the weak

formulation are C���� but jump discontinuously across a set of positive measure when a

certain minimizing criterion ceases to be met� Nevertheless� the area of the surface evolves

continuously� except possibly at t  ��

Notation� Let N be a smooth hypersurface in the Riemannian manifold M with metric

g� We write h  �hij� for the induced metric on N � r for the connection on M � D for the
induced connection on N � and  for the Laplace�Beltrami operator on N �

Suppose N  �E where E is an open set in M � and let �  ��i� be the outward unit

normal to E along N � De�ne the second fundamental form A  �AN
ij � of N by

A�e�� e�� � hre��� e�i� e�� e� � TxN� x � N�

mean curvature scalar H � hijAij � and mean curvature vector 
H � �H�� For a standard

ball� H � � and 
H points inward�

Elementary Observations� A simple example of inverse mean curvature �ow is the

expanding sphere �BR�t� in R
n� where

R�t� � et��n���	

Gerhardt 
Ge� proved that any compact� starshaped initial surface remains star�shaped

and smooth under the �ow� and becomes an expanding round sphere as t � �� See also
Urbas 
U�� Some noncompact self�similar examples are given in 
HI���

Note that ��� is invariant under the transformation

x �� �x� t �� t�

�



so t is unitless� This suggests that we will not get much regularity in time� and that any

singularities encountered will have a purely spatial character�

Let �Nt���t�T be a smooth family of hypersurfaces satisfying ���� Write v for the

outward normal speed� By the �rst variation formula �see �������� the area element evolves

in the normal direction by

�����
�

�t
d�t  Hv d�t  d�t	

Here ����t�d�t is the Lie derivative of the form d�t along a bundle of trajectories orthog�

onal to Nt� Therefore the area satis�es

d

dt
jNtj  jNtj� jNtj  etjN�j� t � �	

Next we derive the evolution of the mean curvature� For a general surface moving with

normal speed v� by taking the trace of the Riccati equation� we get

�����
�H

�t
  ��v�� jAj�v � Rc��� ��v�

which yields for ����

���	�

�H

�t
 � 

�
�

H

�
� jAj�

H
� Rc��� ��

H


 H

H�
� �jDHj

�

H�
� jAj�

H
� Rc��� ��

H
�

where Rc is the Ricci curvature ofM � This equation is cause for optimism� because in view

of the fact that jAj� � H���n� ��� the parabolic maximum principle yields the curvature
bound

����� max
Nt

H� � max
N�

H� � C�

as long as the Ricci curvature is bounded below and the �ow remains smooth�

This estimate constrasts sharply with ordinary mean curvature �ow �see 
H��� where

the jAj� term has a positive sign� unleashing a menagerie of singularities 
I��� Together
with the variational formulation to be given below� the negative jAj� is the key to the
regularity theory� Unfortunately� the same term has a tendency to cause H � ��

�



By a computation similar to Huisken 
H�� we �nd the following evolution equation for

the norm of the second fundamental form

d

dt
jAj�  �

H�

�
 jAj� � �jDAj� � �DH � A

H
�DH � �jAj� � �H trA�

�A 	A 	Rm� A 	 rRm
�
�

where 	 represents a linear combination of contractions� The jAj��H� term suggests that

the second fundamental form blows up� especially where H 
 ��

Torus Counterexample� We give an example to establish that smoothness cannot be

preserved� Suppose that N� is a thin torus in R
�� obtained as the boundary of an �

neighborhood of a large round circle� Then H � � initially� and the �ow exists for a short

time� Now ����� yields a uniform lower bound for the speed� so the torus steadily fattens

up� and if this were to continue� H would become negative in the donut hole� This shows

that Nt cannot remain smooth� and suggests that the surface must inexorably change

topology� as indeed does occur in our formulation�

Level�Set Description� Because it is desirable that H remain positive �or at least

nonnegative�� we impose a unidirectional ansatz that compels this� This is accomplished

via a level�set formulation� inspired by Evans�Spruck 
ES�� Chen�Giga�Goto 
CGG�� Assume

that the �ow is given by the level�sets of a function u � M � R via

Et � fx � u�x� � tg� Nt � �Et	

Wherever u is smooth with ru � �� equation ��� is equivalent to

���� divM

� ru
jruj

�
 jruj�

where the left side gives the mean curvature of fu  tg and the right side gives the inverse
speed�

Weak Formulation� It appears that ��� is not a gradient �ow� nor is ���� an Euler�

Lagrange equation� Yet in the context of geometric measure theory� the mean curvature

��



bound ����� calls out for a minimization principle� Freezing the jruj term on the right�hand
side� consider equation ���� as the Euler�Lagrange equation of the functional

Ju�v�  JKu �v� �

Z
K

jrvj� vjruj dx	

The idea of freezing the time derivative and minimizing an elliptic functional is seen in


LT�Lu�HZ�V�� where it is the the key to existence� compactness� and regularity�

De�nition� Let u be a locally Lipschitz function on the open set !� Then u is a weak

solution � subsolution� supersolution respectively� of ���� on ! provided

����� JKu �u� � JKu �v�

for every locally Lipschitz function v �v � u� v � u respectively� such that fv � ug �� !�
where the integration is performed over any compact set K containing fu � vg� �It does
not matter which such set we use� so we will usually drop the K��

By virtue of the identity

Ju�min�v� w�� � Ju�max�v� w��  Ju�v� � Ju�w��

whenever fv � wg is precompact� applied with w  u� we see that u is a weak solution if

and only if u is simultaneously a weak supersolution and a weak subsolution�

Equivalent Formulation� Let us particularize the above de�nition to individual level

sets� Let ��F denote the reduced boundary in M of a set F � Write j��F  Kj for the
�n� ���dimensional Hausdor� measure of ��F K� taken to be in�nite if F does not have
�nite perimeter in any neighborhood of K� Let E F � �E n F � � �F n E� denote the
symmetric di�erence of sets E and F �

Given a locally Lipschitz function u� de�ne the functional

Ju�F �  JKu �F � � j��F Kj �
Z
F�K

jruj�

where K is a subset of M � We say that E minimizes Ju in a set A �on the outside� inside

respectively� if

JKu �E� � JKu �F ��

��



for each F such that F E �� A �with F � E� F � E respectively�� and any compact set

K containing F E� Again� the choice of such K does not matter� and we will generally

drop K in the sequel�

By the general inequality

����� Ju�E � F � � Ju�E  F � � Ju�E� � Ju�F ��

whenever E F is precompact� we see that E minimizes Ju �in A� if and only E minimizes

Ju on the inside and on the outside �in A��

��� Lemma� Let u be a locally Lipschitz function in the open set !� Then u is a weak

solution �subsolution� supersolution respectively� of ��� in ! if and only if for each t� Et

minimizes Ju in ! �on the outside� inside respectively��

The reader may look ahead to Example ��� to gain some insight into the e�ect of this

minimization principle�

Proof of Lemma ���� �� Let v be a locally Lipschitz function such that fv � ug �� !
and K a compact set containing fv � ug� Set Et � fu � tg� Ft � fv � tg and note that
Ft Et � K for every t� Select a � b such that a � u� v � b on K� and compute by the

co�area formula �see 
S�p������

�����

JKu �v� 

Z
K

jrvj� vjruj



Z b

a

j��Ft Kj �
Z
K

Z b

a

�fv�x��tgjruj� b

Z
K

jruj



Z b

a

JKu �Ft� � b

Z
K

jruj	

If each Et minimizes Ju in !� this formula shows that uminimizes ����� in !� and is thereby

a weak solution of ����� The same argument treats weak supersolutions and subsolutions

separately� This proves one direction of the Lemma�

�� Now suppose that u is a supersolution of ����� Fix t� and F such that

F � Et� � F nEt� �� !	

We aim to show that Ju�Et�� � Ju�F �� Since Ju is lower semicontinuous� we may assume

that

����� Ju�F � � Ju�G��

��



for all G with G Et� � F Et� � Now de�ne the nested family

Ft �

�
F Et� t � t��

Et� t � t�	

By ������ Ju�F � � Ju�Et � F �� so by ������

Ju�Ft� � Ju�Et� for all t	

De�ne v by v � t on Ft� Note that v is in BVloc  L�loc and fv � ug �� !� so Ju�v�
makes sense� Approximating v by smooth functions with jrvij � jrvj� we �nd that
Ju�u� � Ju�v�� Furthermore� ����� is valid for v� So by ������ we concludeZ b

a

Ju�Et� dt �
Z b

a

Ju�Ft� dt	

Together with the above� this shows that Ju�Et�  Ju�Ft� for a�e� t� By ������ this shows

Ju�Et � F � � Ju�F � for a�e� t � t�� Passing t� t�� we obtain by lower semicontinuity

Ju�Et�� � Ju�F �	

We have proven� if u is a supersolution of ����� then for each t�� Et� minimizes Ju on the

inside�

	� Next assume that u is a subsolution of ����� Similarly to the above� we prove�

for each t� fu � tg minimizes Ju on the outside� Choose ti � t�� and note that fu � tig
converges toEt� locally in L

�� Using lower semicontinuity of Ju and a standard replacement

argument� it follows that Et� minimizes Ju on the outside�

Initial Value Problem� We will usually combine the above de�nition with an initial

condition consisting of an open set E� with a boundary that is at least C
�� We say that

u is a weak solution of ���� with initial condition E� if

�yy� u � C���
loc �M�� E�  fu � �g� and u satis�es ����� in M nE��

This imposes the Dirichlet boundary condition u  � on �E�� It is reasonable to expect

Lipschitz continuity up to the boundary in view of ������ provided that the mean curvature

of �E� is bounded at least in a weak sense� For particularly bad initial conditions� however�

this requirement should be weakened �see 
HI����

�	



Let Et be a nested family of open sets in M � closed under ascending union� De�ne u

by the characterization Et  fu � tg� We say that �Et�t�� is a weak solution of ��� with

initial condition E� if

�y� u � C���
loc �M� and Et minimizes Ju in M nE� for each t � ��

Observe that �y� allows slightly more competitors than �yy�� since it permits F Et to

touch �E�� Nevertheless� using Lemma ��� and approximating up to the boundary� it is

quite straightforward to show

��� Lemma� �yy� is equivalent to �y��

At this point� the crucial question arises to whether the equation holds at the initial

time� By approximating s
 t� we see that �yy� and �y� are equivalent to

����� u � C���
loc �M� and fu � tg minimizes Ju in ! nE� for each t � ��

However� we cannot deduce that E� minimizes Ju inM nE�� since in general fu  �g may
have positive measure� In fact� the equation can be satis�ed at t  � only if E� is assumed

to be in the correct class to begin with" We will take up this essential point in Lemma ���

below�

Regularity� Our variational formulation was partly inspired by Visintin 
V�� who re�

marked that a minimization principle can force H to be bounded� yielding greater spatial

regularity� at the cost of time irregularity in the form of jumps�

Let f be a bounded measurable function on the domain !� Suppose E contains an

open set U and minimizes the functional

j��F j�
Z
F

f�

in ! n U �that is� each competitor F contains U too�� We say that E minimizes area plus
bulk energy f in !� respecting the obstacle U �

The following regularity theorem of geometric measure theory is obtained by 
Mi�E� in

the C� case� 
Ma�A�Ln�T� in the C��� case� � � � � �� and 
BK�Ln�SWZ� in the C��� case�

The uniformity and dependence of the estimates in statement �ii� is not directly stated in

the references� but may be proven using methods therein�

��



��� Partial Regularity Theorem� Let n � ��

�i� If �U is C� then �E is a C� submanifold of M �

�ii� If �U is C���� � � � � �� then �E is a C��� submanifold of M � with C��� estimates

that are locally uniform up to �U � and depend only on jgjC�� ess sup jf j� and the C���

estimates for �U �

�iii� If �U is C� and f  � �the case of pure area minimization with obstacle�� then �E is

C���� and C� where it does not contact the obstacle U �

For n � �� the result remains true away from a closed singular set of codimension

at least � in M � and disjoint from #U � This singular set is too small to a�ect our later

considerations�

Let u solve �yy�� For the duration of the paper� we set

Et � fu � tg� E�
t � intfu � tg� Nt � �Et� N�

t � �E�
t 	

The Regularity Theorem� Lemma ���� and ����� imply that N�
t  �fu � tg� and Nt and

N�
t possess locally uniform C��� estimates depending only on the local Lipschitz bounds

for u� In particular� for all t � ��

������ Ns � Nt as s� t� Ns � N�
t as s
 t�

in the sense of single�layered C��� convergence way from Z� the union of the singular sets�

�The estimates and convergence hold uniformly as s 
 �� if �E� is C
����� In addition�

Allard�s theorem shows that Z is closed and disjoint from #U �

Weak Mean Curvature� In order to give a PDE interpretation of our solutions� we will

de�ne the mean curvature of a surface that is not quite smooth� Let N be a hypersurface

in M � X a compactly supported vector�eld de�ned on M � and �$s����s�� the �ow of

di�eomorphisms generated by X� $�  idM � The 
rst variation formula for area 
S� p����

states

������
d

ds

����
s��

j$s�N� W j 
Z
N�W

divN X d� 

Z
N�W

H� �X d��

for any precompact open set W containing the support of X� Here d� is the surface

measure of N � and divN X�x� �
P

ireiX�x� � ei� where e�� 	 	 	 en�� is any orthonormal

��



basis of TxN � When N is smooth� the �rst inequality is proven by di�erentiating under

the integral sign� and the second by integration by parts�

When N is C�� or C� with a small singular set and locally �nite Hausdor� measure�

we use the second equality as a de�nition� A locally integrable function H on N is called

the mean curvature provided it satis�es ������ for every X in C�c �TM��

For minimizers of ������ by the co�area formula and the dominated convergence theo�

rem�

� 
d

ds

����
s��

Ju�u � $s�


d

ds

����
s��

�Z �

��

Z
Nt�W

j det d$s�x�j dHn���x� dt�

Z
W

u�$s�x��jru�x�j dx
�



Z �

��

Z
Nt�W

divNt
X dHn�� dt�

Z
W

ru �Xjruj dx	

Thus the linear functional of X given by the �rst term is bounded by C
R
M
jXj dx� and

therefore can be represented by a vector�eld H� on M � where H is some bounded mea�

surable function and � is a measurable unit vector�eld on M � By the co�area formula� we

obtain

� 

Z �

��

Z
Nt

�H� �ru� �X dHn�� dt� X � C�
c �TM�	

By Lebesgue di�erentiation and comparison with the above� this shows that for a�e� t and

a�e� x � Nt� � is the unit normal� H is the weak mean curvature� and

������ H  jruj a�e� x � Nt� a�e� t	

For later use� we mention the following convergence fact� If N i is a sequence of C�

hypersurfaces� N i � N locally in C�� and

sup
i
ess sup
Ni

jHNi j ���

it follows from ������ and the Riesz Representation Theorem that HN exists weakly as a

locally L� function� with the weak convergence

����	�

Z
Ni

HNi�Ni �X �
Z
N

HN�N �X� X � C�
c �TM��

��



and lower semicontinuity

������ ess sup
N

jHN j � lim inf
i��

ess sup
Ni

jHNi
j�

Z
N

�jHN j� � lim inf
i��

Z
Ni

�jHNi
j��

for any � � C�
c �M��

Minimizing Hulls� To explain the jumps� we introduce some terminology� Let ! be an

open set� We call E a minimizing hull �in !� if E minimizes area on the outside in !� that

is� if

j��E Kj � j��F Kj�

for any F containing E such that F nE �� !� and any compact set K containing F nE�
We say that E is a strictly minimizing hull �in !� if equality implies that F  !  E  !
a�e� �See 
BT� for a related de�nition��

It is easily checked that the Lebesgue points of a minimizing hull form an open set in

!� In general we prefer to work with this unique� open� representatative�

The intersection of a countable collection of minimizing hulls is a minimizing hull� and

the same goes for strictly minimizing� Now let E be any measurable set� De�ne E�  E�	

to be the intersection of �the Lebesgue points of� all the strictly minimizing hulls in !

that contain E� Working modulo sets of measure zero� this may be realized by a countable

intersection� so E� itself is a strictly minimizing hull� and open� We call E� the strictly

minimizing hull of E �in !�� Note that E��  E��

If E �� M and M grows at in�nity �for example� if M is asymptotically �at�� then

E�� taken in M � is precompact as well� In this case E� satis�es the �shrink�wrap� obstacle

problem

j�E�j � j�F j whenever E � F ��M	

Sometimes there are several distinct solutions� but they are all contained in E� a�e�

If �E is C�� the C��� regularity given in Theorem ��	�iii� applies to E�� For the weak

mean curvature� we have

������ H�E�  � on �E� n �E� H�E�  H�E � � Hn�� a�e� on �E�  �E	

In this language� our variational de�nition of the �ow has the following important conse�

quence� M need not be complete�

��



��� Minimizing Hull Property� Suppose that u satis
es �yy� and M has no compact

components� Then

�i� For t � �� Et is a minimizing hull in M �

�ii� For t � �� E�
t is a strictly minimizing hull in M �

�iii� For t � �� E�t  E�
t � provided that E�

t is precompact�

�iv� For t � �� j�Etj  j�E�
t j� provided that E�

t is precompact� This extends to t  �

precisely if E� is a minimizing hull�

Note that the function u can take an arbitrary constant value on each compact com�

ponent of M that does not meet E�� the resulting nonuniqueness would falsify �ii� and

�iii��

Proof� �i� By �y��

������ j�Et Kj�
Z
FnEt

jruj � j��F Kj�

for t � �� any F with F Et �� M n Et� and K containing F Et� That is� Et is a

minimizing hull� t � ��

�ii� By ����� and the fact that jruj  � a�e� on fu  tg�

������ j�E�
t Kj�

Z
FnE�

t

jruj � j��F Kj�

for t � �� any F with F E�
t ��M nEt� and suitable K� proving that E

�
t is a minimizing

hull� t � �� To prove strictly minimizing� suppose F contains E�
t and

j��F Kj  j�E�
t Kj	

Then by ������� ru  � a�e� on F n E�
t � And clearly� F itself is a minimizing hull� so

by a measure zero modi�cation� we may assume F is open� Then u is constant on each

connected component of F n #E�
t � Since M has no compact components and F has no

wasted perimeter� no such component can have closure disjoint from #E�
t � so u  t on

F nE�
t � so F � E�

t � This proves that E
�
t is a strictly minimizing hull�

�iii� It follows that E�t � E�
t � If E

�
t is precompact� then E

�
t must coincide with E

�
t �

for otherwise j�E�tj � j�E�
t j� contradicting �������

��



�iv� If E�
t is precompact� then so is Et� and by cross substitution in ������ and �������

we get j�Etj � j�E�
t j and j�E�

t j � j�Etj� proving �iv� for t � �� and for t  � if E�

happens to be a minimizing hull itself�

Returning to the question of the initial condition� we see by Lemma ����iv� that Et

minimizes Ju in M n E� for all t � � if and only if �y� holds and E� is a minimizing hull�

This gives a stronger attainment of the initial condition that �y� alone� In this case� one
might say that �Et���t�� is a weak solution of ���� However� this terminology di�ers so

subtly from our previous locutions that we will avoid it�

As a consequence of Lemma ���� the e�ect of the minimization principle ����� can be

described heuristically as follows� The statement is not precise since� in principle� there

may be an in�nite number of jump times�

��� As long as Et remains a minimizing hull� it �ows by the usual inverse mean

curvature �ow�

��� When this condition is violated� Et jumps to E
�
t and continues�

In particular� the mean curvature is nonnegative on the �owing surfaces after time zero�

even if the curvature of �E� is mixed�

u<t

u>t

u<t

(jump region)
u=t

Two Spheres Joining�

��	 Two Spheres Example� In the following example� the surface does indeed jump�

Suppose E� is the union of two balls in R� at some distance from one another� Each

��



ball expands until the �rst instant t  tjump when the two spheres can be enclosed by a

connected surface of equal area� At this instant� a catenoidal bridge forms between the

two balls and the �ow continues�

Note that tjump � ttouch� the time when the two spheres would make contact classi�

cally� If we �ow up to time ttouch without jumping� then u minimizes ����� on fu � ttouchg�
but not on larger sets� So� not only does the �ow meet the obstacle of its own history� but

if it waits too long to jump� it cannot continue at all�

G� Bellettini originally showed us this example� observing that any choice of jump

time �before the spheres touch� yields a viscosity solution of ����� so viscosity solutions are

nonunique� The variational principle Ju serves to select the jump time�

A more extreme form of jumping is

������ if u weakly solves ����� then so does min�u� t� for every constant t�

That is� the surfaces would like to jump instantly to in�nity in order to exploit the negative

bulk energy term in Ju�F �� To prove this� recall that for s � t and K containing Es F �

j�Es Kj �
Z
Es�K

jruj � j��F Kj �
Z
F�K

jruj	

If u is replaced by min�u� t�� the left hand side only increases� while the right�hand side is

unchanged� This shows that min�u� t� is a weak solution� by Lemma ����

��
 Exponential Growth Lemma� Let �Et�t�� solve �y� with initial condition E�� As

long as Et remains precompact� we have the following�

�i� e�tj�Etj is constant for t � ��
�ii� If E� is a minimizing hull� then j�Etj  etj�E�j�

Proof� It follows from the minimization property �y� that Ju�Et� is independent of

t� t � �� By the co�area formula� this implies that j�Etj �
R t
�
j�Esj ds is constant for

t � �� which yields �i�� A similar exponential growth applies to j�E�
t j� t � �� If E� is a

minimizing hull� then Lemma ����iv� yields �ii��

��



x� Further Properties of Inverse Mean Curvature Flow

In this section we derive compactness and uniqueness theorems for weak solutions of

������ and state the relationship between classical and weak solutions�

��� Compactness Theorem� Let ui be a sequence of solutions of ����� on open sets !i

in M such that

ui � u� !i � !�

locally uniformly� and for each K �� !�

sup
K
jruij � C�K��

for large i� Then u is a solution of ����� on !�

Remarks� �� For each t� the Regularity Theorem ��	�ii� implies that any subsequence

of N i
t has a further subsequence that converges in C��� to some hypersurface �N � away

from the singular set Z for u� Whenever there is no jump� �N  Nt  N�
t � so for the full

sequence�

����� N i
t � Nt locally in C��� in ! n Z�

for any t not belonging to the countable set of jump times�

�� The Lemma and Remark � still hold if we allow ui to solve ����� with respect to a

metric gi that converges to g in C
�
loc�

Proof� �� Let v be a locally Lipschitz function such that fv � ug �� !� We must prove
that Ju�u� � Ju�v�� First we assume v � u� ��

Let � � C�
c �!� be a cuto� function such that �  � on fv � ug� Then

vi � �v � ��� ��ui

is a valid comparison function for ui� So by ������ for su�ciently large i�Z
U

jruij� uijruij �
Z
U

jrvij� vijruij



Z
U

j�rv � ��� ��rui �r��v � ui�j� ��v � ��� ��ui�jruij

��



for appropriate U � soZ
U

�jruij�� � ui � v� �
Z
U

�jrvj� jr��v � ui�j	

The last term converges to zero� Since � � ui � v is eventually positive and converges

uniformly� it follows by lower semicontinuity thatZ
U

�jruj�� � u� v� �
Z
U

�jrvj�

so u satis�es ����� for all v � u� ��

�� Next assume that u satis�es ����� for all w � u� k� and prove that it does for each

v � u� �k� De�ne

v� � min�v� u� k�� v� � max�v � k� u�	

Then v�� v� � u� k� so inserting v� into Ju�u� � Ju�v�� we getZ
jruj� ujruj �

Z
v�u�k

jrvj� vjruj�
Z
v�u�k

jruj� �u� k�jruj	

Inserting v� into the same inequality� we getZ
jruj� ujruj �

Z
v�u�k

jruj� ujruj�
Z
v�u�k

jrvj� �v � k�jruj	

Adding these two inequalities and cancelling the extra Ju�u�� we get Jv�u� � Ju�v�� as

required�

��� Uniqueness Theorem� Assume that M has no compact component� M need not be

complete�

�i� If u and v solve ����� on an open set ! in M � and fv � ug �� !� then v � u on !�

�ii� If �Et�t�� and �Ft�t�� solve �y� in a manifold M and the initial conditions satisfy

E� � F�� then Et � Ft as long as Et is precompact in M �

�iii� In particular� for a given E�� there exists at most one solution �Et�t�� of �y� such
that each Et is precompact�

Without the compactness assumption� min�u� t� gives an example of nonuniqueness�

Another example occurs in the metric

g � a��t�dr� � et��gS� �

��



where gS� is the standard metric� The evolution is Nt  ft � cg � S� quite independent

of the choice of a� For a�t� � � � ��t� t � �� the metric is asymptotic to a cylinder at one

end and R� at the other� and a noncompact Et rushes in from in�nity at any time t  c�

This gives nonuniqueness with E�  ��

Proof� �i� First assume that u is a strict weak supersolution of ���� in the sense that for

any Lipschitz function w � u with fw � ug �� !� we have

�����

Z
jruj� ujruj� 

Z
�w � u�jruj �

Z
jrwj� wjruj�

where  � �� Replace w by u� �v � u�� to obtainZ
v�u

jruj� ujruj� 

Z
v�u

�v � u�jruj �
Z
v�u

jrvj� vjruj�

and replace v by v � �v � u�� and u by v in ����� to obtain

���	�

Z
v�u

jrvj� vjrvj �
Z
v�u

jruj� ujrvj	

Adding these� we get

�����

Z
v�u

�v � u��jrvj � jruj� � 

Z
v�u

�v � u�jruj � �	

We expect the �rst integral to be much smaller than the second one near the point of

contact� because jruj nearly cancels jrvj� To bring this out� we need something like an
upper bound for the positive quantity

R
�v�u�jruj� so we employ the minimizing property

of u once again� We replace v by u� �v � s� u��� s � �� in ����� and integrate over s to
obtain Z �

�

Z
v�s�u

jruj� ujruj dx ds �
Z �

�

Z
v�s�u

jrvj� �v � s�jruj dx ds	

�Since the functional is nonlinear� there can be no action at a distance� the gap must be

calibrated�� Switching the order of integration� we haveZ
M

jruj
Z �

��

�fs��g�fv�u�sg�� � u� v � s� ds dx �
Z
M

jrvj
Z �

��

�fs��g�fv�u�sg ds dx

which yields Z
v�u

� �v � u��

�
jruj �

Z
v�u

�v � u��jrvj � jruj�	

�	



Inserting this into ����� yieldsZ
v�u

� �v � u��

�
jruj� �v � u�jruj � �	

Assuming v � u� � the above inequality implies that jruj  � a�e� on fv � ug� and then
���	� implies that jrvj  � a�e� on fv � ug� Then u and v are constant on each component
of fv � ug� Since fv � ug is precompact in ! and ! has no compact component� we
conclude that v � u�  implies v � u�

For general v� by subtracting a constant we can arrange that � � sup�v � u� � �

contradicting what has just been proven� This establishes the result for any u that satis�es

������

Now let u be an arbitrary weak supersolution of ����� We may assume that u � ��

Observe that for any  � �� u� � u��� � � satis�es ����� and fv � u�g is precompact�
The above discussion shows that v � u�� so v � u�

�ii� Recall by ������ that vt � min�v� t� solves ����� on M n #F�� Let W � Et n #F��
a precompact open set� Since E� � F�� we have v

t � u � � near �W for each � � �� so

fvt � u� �g �� W � so �i� implies vt � u� � on W � so vt � u on W � Since u � t on W �

v � u on W � Thus Et � Ft�

�iii� is immediate from �ii��

The next proposition shows that smooth �ows satisfy the weak formulation in the

domain they foliate�

��� Smooth Flow Lemma� Let �Nt�c�t�d be a smooth family of surfaces of positive

mean curvature that solves ��� classically� Let u  t on Nt� u � c in the region bounded

by Nc� and Et � fu � tg� Then for c � t � d� Et minimizes Ju in Ed nEc�

Proof� The exterior normal� de�ned by �u � ru�jruj� is a smooth unit vector �eld on
! with div �u  HNt

 jruj � �� Using �u as a calibration� by the divergence theorem

j�Etj �
Z
Et

jruj 
Z
�E

��E � �u �
Z
E

jruj 
Z
��F

���F � �u �
Z
F

jruj � j��F j �
Z
F

jruj�

for any �nite perimeter set F di�ering compactly from Et�

The next proposition says that the weak evolution of a smooth� positively curved�

strictly minimizing hull is smooth for a short time�

��



��� Smooth Start Lemma� Let E� be a precompact open set in M such that �E� is

smooth with H � � and E�  E��� Then any weak solution �Et���t�� of �y� with initial

condition E� coincides with the unique smooth� classical solution for a short time� provided

that Et remains precompact for a short time�

Proof� Since ��� is parabolic when H � �� a classical solution Ft exists for a short

time� By Lemma ��	� this gives rise to a smooth solution v of �yy� de�ned in an open
neighborhood W of E�� By ����iii� and the hypotheses� E

�
�  E��  E�� Since Et is

precompact� Et converges in Hausdor� distance to E
�
� as t 
 �� which shows that Et is

precompact in W for a short time� Then by Theorem ����ii�� Et  Ft for a short time�

Remark� It can be shown that the weak solution remains smooth until the �rst moment

when either Et � E�t� H 
 �� or jAj � �� Whether the latter two possibilities occur is
unknown�

x� Elliptic Regularization and Existence

In this section we prove existence of solutions of the initial value problem �yy� by means
of elliptic regularization� an approximation scheme� We also get a useful local estimate of

H and jruj that is independent of the size of u�
Recall that u is proper if each set fs � u � tg is compact� Write H� � max��� H�E�

��

��� Weak Existence Theorem� LetM be a complete� connected Riemannian n�manifold

without boundary� Suppose there exists a proper� locally Lipschitz� weak subsolution of �yy�
with a precompact initial condition�

Then for any nonempty� precompact� smooth open set E� in M � there exists a proper�

locally Lipschitz solution u of �yy� with initial condition E�� which is unique on M n E��

Furthermore� the gradient of u satis
es the estimate

�	��� jru�x�j � sup
�E��Br�x�

H� �
C�n�

r
� a�e� x �M nE��

for each � � r � ��x�� where ��x� � � is de
ned in De
nition ����

Remarks� �� The Theorem yields solutions whenever M has steady growth at in�nity�

For example� any manifold that is asymptotically conic� which includes asymptotically �at

��



manifolds satisfying ������ will possess a subsolution of the form

v  C log jxj

in the asymptotic region�

�� As a consequence of �	���� we can drop the local Lipschitz bounds in the Compact�

ness Theorem in favor of adding a constant�

Let v be the given subsolution at in�nity� FL � fv � Lg� We may assume that
E� � F�� The domain !L � FL n #E� is precompact�

To prove the theorem� we employ the following approximate equation� known as elliptic

regularization �see Ilmanen 
I����

����

������
�����
E�u� � div

�
ru�pjru�j� � �

	
�
p
jru�j� � �  � in !L�

u  � on �E��

u  L� � on �FL	

The relation between  and L will be revealed below�

This equation has a geometric interpretation� it states that the downward translating

graph

N�
t � graph

�
u��x�


� t



�
� �� � t ���

solves the inverse mean curvature �ow ��� in the manifold M �R� To see this� de�ne

�	��� U��x� z� � u��x�� z� �x� z� � !L �R�

so N�
t  fU�  tg� Then assuming smoothness� one checks that U� satis�es ���� on !L�R

if and only if u� satis�es ���� on !L�

��� Example� Note that the natural units of  are ��x� since t is unitless� So by scaling

� �� we are actually scaling x��� This suggests that our more di�cult problems will
be in the large rather than in the small�

In fact� for positive � solutions of ���� do not exist globally� but only on a ball Bc���

The Maple�computed �gure exhibits a rotationally symmetric solution u�x�  f�jxj� on

��



R� with   �� Near x  �� u � �n� �� log jxj� At jxj � �	��� u ceases to exist as its �rst
and second derivatives diverge to ��

4

u

x

f(x)

c

Downward Translating Solution�

A solution u� can be obtained from u by

u��x� � u�jxj�� � � jxj � c�	

�Thus L cannot exceed c� in the �at case�� As  � �� modulo vertical translation� u�
converges to the solution

u�x� � �n� �� log jxj� x � Rn n f�g�

of ����� corresponding to an expanding sphere�

Estimate of H� We will derive a local estimate for H for smooth solutions of ���� The

�jAj��H term in ���	� is so strong that the estimate is independent of the oscillation of

u� The estimate improves on ������

��� De�nition� For any x �M � de�ne ��x� � ����� to be the supremum of radii � such
that B	�x� ��M �

Rc � � �

���n��
in B	�x��

��



and there exists a C� function p on B	�x� such that

p�x�  �� p � dx on �B	�x��

yet

jrpj � 	dx� r�p � 	g� on B	�x��

where dx is the distance to x� In �at space� p�y� � jy � xj� does the job with �  ��
More generally� a su�cient condition is the existence of a di�eomorphism of B	�x� with a

smooth ball in Rn such that

jg � �j � �

���
� jgij�kj � �

����
� in B	�x�	

Then p�y� � ���jy�xj���� will do the trick� where j � j represents distance in coordinates�
Now we will obtain an estimate of H using the maximum principle� Fix x� let � �

r � ��x�� and write � for ��x�� Br for Br�x�� De�ne the speed function �  ��H and

transform ���	� to

�	�	�

��

�t
 ��� � � jAj�� �Rc��� ����

� �� � �
�

n
� ��

���n��
�

on Nt Br� We seek a function �  ��y� vanishing on �Br� which is a subsolution of �	�	�

along Nt Br� For this purpose� it su�ces that

�	���
��

�t
� �� ��

�

�n
�

provided we assume � � ��

We have the following relations to the ambient derivatives of ��

��

�t
 �� � r��  �  S �r��� �

�
� � r��

where ����t is the derivative following a particle on Nt� S is the orthogonal projection

from TxM to TxNt� and � is the exterior normal of Et�

If we assume that � � � initially on Nt  Br� then at the �rst point of contact� we

have �  �� Therefore� for the purpose of producing a subsolution� we may replace � by

��



� in the ambient relations and substitute the modi�ed relations into �	���� to obtain the

following su�cient condition for �  ��y� to be a subsolution of �	�	��

�	��� � � ��S �r��� ��� � r�� �

�n
�

where this is required to hold for every x � Br and every hyperplane S and unit vector �

in TxM � De�ne

��y� �
A

r
�r� � p�y����

where p is as de�ned above� Then �  � on �Br� and � � r � � provided A � �� By the
de�nition of p� jrpj � 	r� jS �r�pj � 	�n� ��� so by calculation� � satis�es �	��� provided
	nA� � �A � ���n� for which A � ����n su�ces� This shows that the function

h�x� �
Br

�r� � p�y���

is a smooth supersolution on Nt  Br of the evolution equation ���	� for H wherever h is

�nite� provided B � ��n�
Fix t� assume x � Nt� and de�ne the parabolic boundary of the �ow to be

Pr  Pr�x� t� � �Br N��� f�g � ����s�t�Br  �Ns�� fsg�

and

Hr  Hr�x� t� � sup
�y�s��Pr

H�y� s��

where we allow Ns to have a smooth boundary �Ns� Set

B  max�rHr� ��n��

which ensures that h is a supersolution and h � H on Pr� By the maximum principle�

h � H everywhere on Ns Br� � � s � t� so in particular

H�x� t� � h�x� t� 
B

r
 max

�
Hr�

��n

r

�
	

We have proven the following lemma�

Interior Estimate of H� Let �Nt���s�t solve ��� smoothly in M � where Nt may have

boundary� Then for each x � Nt and each r � ��x�� we have

�	��� H�x� t� � max
�
Hr�

C�n�

r

�
�

��



where Hr is the maximum of H on Pr� the parabolic boundary of the intersection of the

�ow with Br�x�� � � s � t�

To solve equation ����� we will estimate solutions of the following family of equations�

�����


������
�����
E�u��
 � div

�
ru��
pjru��
 j� � �

	
�
p
jru��
 j� � �  � in !L�

u  � on �E��

u  � on �FL�

for � � � � L� ��

��� Lemma� Suppose the subsolution v provided in Theorem ��� is smooth� with rv � ��
Then for every L � �� there is �L� � � such that for � �  � �L� and � � � � L� �� a
smooth solution of �����
 on #!L satis
es the following estimates

u��
 � � in #!L� u��
 � v � � � L in #FL n F�	�	���

jru��
 j � H� �  on �E�� jru��
 j � C�L� on �FL��	���

jru��
 �x�j � max
�	L�Br�x�

jru��
 j� �
C�n�

r
� x � #!L��	���

ju��
 jC����
	L� � C�� L���	����

for any r with � � r � ��x�� Here H�  max��� H�E�
��

Note that �	��� and �	���� with r  ��x�� yield uniform C��� estimates �independent

of  and L� on each compact set� for all su�ciently large L�

Proof of Lemma ���� �� We will use supersolutions and subsolutions� �	���� and

standard theorems� Write u  u��
 �

The particular size of !L on which u exists is determined by the availability of sub�

solutions� as can be seen in Example 	��� Subsolutions are delicate and require conditions

on the asymptotic region� since the surfaces really would like to jump instantly to in�nity�

First we construct a subsolution that bridges from E� to where v starts� It is a

perturbation of zero� and hence allows for unrestricted jumps in the compact part of the

manifold� De�ne G�  E�� Gs � fx � dist�x�E�� � sg� Select sL so that GsL contains

FL� �This is possible since M is connected and E� is nonempty�� Let % be the cut locus

	�



of E� in M � On M n E� n %� the distance function is smooth� each point is connected
to E� by a unique length�minimizing geodesic �� and �Gs foliates a neighborhood of ��

Di�erentiating along �� we have by ������

�H

�s
 �jAj� � Rc��� �� � C� on �Gs n %� � � s � sL�

where C�  C��L�� yielding

H�Gs
� max

�E�

H� � C�s � C� on �Gs n %� � � s � sL�

where C�  C��L�� Now consider the prospective subsolution

v��x� � f�s�  f�dist�x�G��� x � #GsL nE��

with f � � �� Then 

gij � �i�j

�r�
ijv�  f �H�Gs

� C�f
��

and hence p
�f ��� � � E�v� 

�
gij � �f ����i�j

�f ��� � �

�
r�
ijv� � �f ��� � �

� C�f
� �

�f ��

�f ��� � �
� �f ��� � ��

on the smooth part� GsL nE� n %� Therefore� E�
�v� � � on this set� provided

��f ��� � ����f ��� � � � f �C�� � �f ��	

Set

f�s� �


A
��� � e�As�� � � s � sL	

Then we have � � jf �j � � provided that we impose  � �A�L� � e�AsL � Choosing

A  A�L� � � � �C�� we have

��f ��� � ����f ��� � � � f �C�� � ����� � C�jf �j� � ���� � C��jf �j  �f ���

as required� This shows that for su�ciently small � the function

v��x� 


� � �C�
��� � e�����C��s�� s  dist�x� �G���

is a smooth subsolution for E� on GsL nE� n %�

	�



We claim that v� is a viscosity subsolution of E
� on all of GsL n #E� �see 
CIL��� Suppose

� is a smooth function tangent to v� from above at a point x� Since f
� � �� f�  v��x�g

is locally a smooth hypersurface tangent to Gs at x from outside� from which it follows by

solving the Riccati equation backward along � that x �� %� Therefore� we have E���x� � ��
which proves the claim�

Since u � v� on the boundary� it follows by the maximum principle for viscosity

solutions that

�	���� u � v� � � in #!L�
�u

��
� � on �E�	

�� Next� consider the function

v� �
L� �
L

v � � � �L� ��	

Clearly E�v� � � on #FL n F�� Since the domain is compact� for all su�ciently small  we
obtain E�v� � �� Note that

u � � � v� on �F�� u  �  v� on �FL�

since � � � � L� �� Then by the maximum principle�

�	���� u � v� � v � � � L in #FL n F�� �u

��
� �C�L� on �FL�

Since any constant is a supersolution of �����
 � we obtain

�	��	� u � � in #!L�
�u

��
� � on �FL	

	� Next we construct a supersolution along �E�� Choose a smooth function v� van�

ishing on �E�� such that

H� �
�v�
��

� H� �  along �E�	

This implies that for su�ciently small � � �� jrv�j � � and E�v� � � in the neighborhood

U � f� � v� � �g� Now de�ne the sped�up function

v� �
v�

�� v���
� x � U	

	�



Then E�v� � � as well� and v� �� on �U n�E�� Then for su�ciently small � depending

on L� E�v� � � on the set V � f� � v� � Lg� Since u � L� � by �	��	�� we have u � v�

on �V � Then by the maximum principle� we obtain u � v� on V � and therefore

�	����
�u

��
� �v�

��

�v�
��

� H� �  on �E��

for su�ciently small � Collecting together �	����� �	����� �	��	�� and �	����� we have

proven �	��� and �	����

�� Note that �����
 asserts

HN���
t

p
jruj� � ��

where N��

t denotes the graph of u��
� � t�� Since the parabolic boundary of the �ow

N��

t is nothing more than various translates of �!L� estimate �	��� becomes

p
jruj� � � � sup

t��
max

�N���
t �BM�R

r �x�u���

p
jruj� � � �

C�n�

r

� max
�	L�Br�x�

jruj� �
C�n�

r
�

for x �M nE� and any r with � � r � �M �x�  �M�R�x� u�x���� This is �	����

Then �	��� and �	��� yield the estimate jujC����
	L� � C�L� for all su�ciently small

� Following the method of 
GT� Thm� �	���� the Nash�Moser�De Giorgi estimates yield

jujC����
	L� � C�� L�� where �  ��!L�� The Schauder estimates 
GT� complete the proof

of �	�����

��	 Approximate Existence Lemma� Under the hypotheses of Lemma ��� a smooth

solution of ���� exists�

Proof� �� We use the method of continuity applied to �����
 � � � � � L� �� First let us
prove that there is a solution for �  � and small enough � Set u  w and rewrite �����


as

F ��w� � div

�
rwpjrwj� � �

	
� 
p
jrwj� � �  ��

with w  � on �!L� Clearly the map

F � C���
� �#!L��R� C��#!L��

		



de�ned by F �w� � � F ��w� is C�� and possesses the solution F ����  �� The linearization

of F � at w  � is given by

DF �j�   � C���
� �#!L�� C��#!L��

the ordinary Laplace�Beltrami operator� an isomorphism� Then by the Implicit Function

Theorem there is a solution of F ��w�  � for su�ciently small � and hence of �����
 with

�  ��

�� Next we �x  and vary � � Let I be the set of � such that �����
 possesses a

solution� Now I contains � by Step �� and I  
�� L� �� is closed by estimate �	���� and
the Arzela�Ascoli theorem�

Let us prove that I is open� Let � be the boundary values map u �� uj�!� and de�ne
G
 �u� � �E��u�� ��u�� ���FL�� so that �����
 is equivalent to G


 �u�  ��� ��� Clearly the

map

F � C����#!L��R� C��#!L�� C�����!L��

de�ned by F �u� ��  G
 �u�� is C�� The linearization of G
 at a solution u is given by

DG
 ju 
�DE�ju

�

�
� C����#!L�� C��#!L�� C�����!L�	

Now E� has the form

E��u�  riA
i�ru� �B�ru��

which is independent of u� so it follows by the maximum principle that the linearization

D�Eju�v�  ri�A
i
pj
�ru�rjv� � Bpj �ru�rjv

possesses only the zero solution� Then using existence theory and Schauder estimates up

to the boundary� DG
 ju is seen to be an isomorphism�
Then by the Implicit Function Theorem� the set of � for which G
 �u�  ��� �� is

solvable �namely I� is open� Therefore L � � � I� which proves existence of u� in C����

Smoothness follows by Schauder estimates�

Now we are prepared to prove the existence of the exact solution u� Because the

downward translating graphs are an exact solution of ��� one dimension higher� we may

use the Compactness Theorem as it stands to pass these sets to limits� obtaining a family

	�



of cylinders in M � R� which we will slice by M to obtain a family of surfaces weakly

solving ����

Proof of Theorem ���� �� First assume that v is smooth with nonvanishing gradient�

By Lemma 	��� for each L � � there exists a smooth solution u�  u��L�� of ���� on !L�

where   �L�� � as L��� Combining �	��� and �	���� we �nd that

jru��x�j � max
�E��Br�x�

H� � ��
C�n�

r
�

on each compact subset of M nE� and su�ciently large L� By the Arzela�Ascoli theorem�

there exists Li � �� i � �� a subsequence ui� and a locally Lipschitz function u such

that

ui � u�

locally uniformly on M n E�� and u satis�es estimate �	��� in the limit� By �	��� with

�  L� ��
u � � in M nE�� u�� as x��	

Let Ui�x� z�  ui�x�� iz as in �	���� and set U�x� z� � u�x�� Then

Ui � U�

locally uniformly on �M nE���R with local Lipschitz bounds� The sets

N i
t � fUi  tg  graph

�
ui
i
� t

i

�
� �� � t ���

smoothly solve ��� with H � � in the region !Li � R� so Lemma ��	 implies that Ui

satis�es the variational formulation ����� on !Li � R� Then the Compactness Theorem

��� implies that U satis�es ����� on �M n #E���R�

Let us check that u satis�es ����� on M n #E�� Let v be a locally Lipschitz function

such that fv � ug �� M n #E�� Let ��z� be a cuto� function with j�zj � �� �  � on

�� S� and �  � on R n ���� S � ��� Inserting V �x� z� � ��z�v�x� into JU �U� � JU �V ��

we obtain

Z
K�����S���

jruj� ujruj dx dz �
Z
K�����S���

�jrvj� vj�zj� �vjruj dx dz�

	�



where K contains fu � vg� Dividing by S and passing S � � proves that u satis�es

������ Finally� extend u negatively to E� so that E�  fu � �g� This completes the proof
of existence of the initial value problem �yy� in the event that v is smooth with rv � ��

�� In the general case� �x L � � and select an open set UL with smooth boundary such

that FL �� UL �� M � Modify the metric on UL near �UL to obtain a complete metric

gL on UL such that gL  g on FL� gL � g on all of UL� and near �UL� gL is isometric to a

Riemannian cone of the form

gL  Cs�g�UL � ds� in �UL � 
C���	

For some � � �� � log s is a smooth subsolution of ����� on �UL� 
C���� By step �� there
exists a proper solution uL of �yy� in �ML� gL� with initial condition E��

By the reasoning of ������� min�v� L� is a weak subsolution of ���� in UL with respect

to g� Since g  gL where v � L and otherwise gL � g� it follows that min�v� L� remains a

weak subsolution when considered with respect to the metric gL� Then by the Comparison

Theorem ����ii�� we have uL � v on FL� Passing L � � and taking a convergent sub�

sequence via �	���� the Compactness Theorem ��� yields a solution u de�ned everywhere

M � with u � v� Theorem ����iii� implies that u is unique� The gradient bound �	��� is

preserved�

Remarks� �� By passing all of the surfaces N i
t to limits� we can show that at a jump�

the interior of fu  tg �R is foliated by area�minimizing surfaces subject to an obstacle

condition� Each surface is either a vertical cylinder or a smooth graph� This construction

yields a high�speed movie of the jump from Nt to N
�
t �

	� We mention an alternate weak formulation of the inverse mean curvature �ow� We

call the locally Lipschitz function u a solution if there exists a measurable vector �eld �

such that

�	����

j�j � �� ru � �  jruj a�e��Z
	

r� � � � �jruj  � for all � � C�
c �!�	

The vector �eld � extends ru�jruj as a calibration across the gulfs� In fact� � is the
projection to TM of the normal vector of the foliation constructed above� The following

properties hold�

	�



�i� Formulation �	���� implies the variational formulation ������

�ii� Compactness holds for �	����� and consequently the existence procedure does too�

�iii� Uniqueness then implies that �	���� is equivalent to ����� under the hypotheses

of Theorem 	���

x� Topological Consequences

We review the existence and topology of exterior regions� and prove that in an exterior

region� a surface evolving weakly by inverse mean curvature �ow remains connected� This

sets the stage for bounding the Euler characteristic in x��

Exterior and Trapped Regions� Let us recall some de�nitions and well�known results�

see 
G��Hm�MSY�MY�SS�Ga�� Let M be a complete 	�manifold with asymptotically �at

ends� We allow M to have a smooth� compact boundary consisting of minimal surfaces

�that is� surfaces of vanishing mean curvature��

Let K� be the closure of the union of the images of all smooth� compact� immersed

minimal surfaces in N � Since the region near in�nity is foliated by spheres of positive mean

curvature� K� is compact�

The trapped region K is de�ned to be the union of K� together with the bounded

components of M n K�� The set K is compact as well� By minimization� there exists a

smooth� embedded� stable surface separating any two ends ofM � soM nK contains exactly
one connected component corresponding to each end of M � The following lemma tells us

about the smoothness and topology of these components�

��� Lemma� �i� The topological boundary of the trapped set K consists of smooth� embed�

ded minimal 	�spheres� The metric completion� M �� of any connected component of M nK
is an �exterior region�� that is� M � is connected and asymptotically �at� has a compact�

minimal boundary� and contains no other compact minimal surfaces �even immersed��

�ii� A ��dimensional exterior region M � is di�eomorphic to R� minus a 
nite number

of open ��balls with disjoint closures� The boundary of M � minimizes area in its homology

class�

Note that there is no curvature hypothesis� We take the metric completion rather

	�



than the closure because some component of K might be a nonseparating surface� The

Lemma is a standard theorem of the literature 
MSY�MY�Ga�� but we sketch the proof for

completeness�

Proof� �i� If N is the image of any immersed minimal surface in M � then by minimizing

area subject to the obstacle N � there exists a smooth� embedded� stable minimal surface

�possibly N itself� separating N from each end� Therefore� in the de�nition of K� we may

restrict ourselves to the class A of connected� embedded� stable minimal hypersurfaces�
with area bounded by the perimeter of some open set containing K�

Now �K is contained in K�� and therefore in the closure of the union of A� But the
class A is compact in the C� topology �see 
SSY��� so in fact� each point of �K lies in some

stable minimal hypersurface N in A�
Let N �N� be any two surfaces inA that meet �K� We claim that they are disjoint� For

otherwise� by the strong maximum principle� they cross� and using N �N� as a barrier for

an area minimization problem� we �nd that N �N� is contained in intK� a contradiction�

Next the surfaces in A that meet �K are actually isolated from one another� Oth�

erwise� there is an in�nite sequence of such Ni� disjoint from N � whose C� limit surface

touches N � Then by the strong maximum principle� the limit surface equals N � so for

su�ciently large i� Ni is either a single or double cover over N under the nearest point

projection� In either case� the region between Ni and N is part of the interior of K� so

there can be no closer surfaces� and N is isolated�

It follows that �K consists of a �nite union of disjoint� connected� stable minimal

hypersurfaces� Each surface is either a component of K� or bounds K on one side� This

proves the smoothness of �K� The spherical topology comes from �ii�� The claims about

M � are immediate�

�ii� Let M � be an exterior region� If M � is not simply connected or has more than

one end� then its universal cover must have several ends� which as above� are separated by

some smooth� compact minimal surface� Clearly this surface is not contained entirely in the

boundary� so its projection to M � would violate the exterior region hypothesis� Therefore

M � is simply connected� with one end�

By the Loop Theorem 
He�MY� and simple connectedness� �M � consists of ��spheres�

By simple connectedness� M contains no one�sided RP�� so by 
MSY�� any fake 	�cell

	�



in M � would be surrounded by a least area sphere� which would contradict the exterior

region hypothesis� The manifold obtained by �lling in the boundary spheres with balls and

compactifying at in�nity is therefore a simply connected 	�manifold without fake 	�cell�

hence is S�� This implies that M � has the topology claimed�

To see that �M � is area�minimizing� using large spheres as barriers� there is some area�

minimizing compact surface N homologous to �M �� but since M � is an exterior region� N

must lie in �M �� and therefore N  �M ��

Remark� Statement �i� can alternately be proven by �owing a large celestial ��sphere

forever by mean curvature� The mean curvature remains positive� so the �ow is unidirec�

tional� and the maximum principle keeps the spheres from the di�erent ends from running

into each other� The �owing surface can split into further spheres which eventually stabi�

lize at a �nite union of stable� smooth ��spheres� The area swept out is free of minimal

surfaces� This argument can be made rigorous by recent techniques of White 
Wh��

The following lemma implies that a connected surface evolving in an exterior region

remains connected� We are grateful to P� Li for clarifying the role of topology in part �ii�

of the lemma�

��� Connectedness Lemma�

�i� A solution u of ����� has no strict local maxima or minima�

�ii� Suppose M is connected and simply connected with no boundary and a single� asymp�

totically �at end� and �Et�t�� is a solution of �y� with initial condition E�� If �E� is

connected� then Nt remains connected as long as it stays compact�

Proof� �i� If u possesses a strict local maximum or minimum� then there is an �island�

E �� !� that is� a connected� precompact component of fu � tg or of fu � tg for some t�
De�ne the Lipschitz function v by v  u on ! nE� v  t on E� Then ����� yields

Z
E

jruj� ujruj �
Z
E

tjruj	

In the case of fu � tg� this immediately implies that u  t on E� a contradiction� In the

case of fu � tg� we select t to ensure that u � t�� on E� and again obtain a contradiction�
�ii� Let ! �M n #E�� Let t � �� By ������� each Nt is approximated in C

� by earlier

surfaces Ns at which there is no jump� Therefore we may assume that Nt  fu  tg�

	�



Let W � fu � tg� Because u is proper� W ! is bounded� But by �i�� no component
ofW can be compactly contained in !� Therefore� each component ofW meets �!  �E��

Since �E� is connected� it follows that W is connected�

Let X � fu � tg� Since u is proper� X contains a neighborhood of in�nity� which

is connected since M has only one end� On the other hand� by �i�� X has no precompact

component� Therefore X is connected�

If Nt has more than one component� then by the connectedness of X andW � there is a

closed loop � that starts near �E�� crosses Nt via the �rst component� and returns via the

second component� By intersection theory� � cannot be homotoped to zero� a contradiction

to the simple connectedness�

x� Geroch Monotonicity

The Geroch Monotonicity Formula states that the Hawking quasi�local mass of a

connected surface in a manifold of nonnegative scalar curvature is monotone during the

inverse mean curvature �ow� It was used by Geroch 
G� and Jang�Wald 
JW� to argue for

the Penrose Inequality in case the �ow remains smooth forever� In this section� we establish

the formula for the weak �ow� An advantage of the elliptic regularization approximation

is that it preserves most of the geometry� so a computation at the �level is feasible� which

may then be passed to limits�

Monotonicity Calculation� Let us �rst demonstrate the monotonicity in the smooth

case� Recall that the Hawking mass is de�ned bymH�N� � jN j��������
R
N
H������������

We �nd by ����� and ���	��

d

dt

Z
Nt

H� 

Z
Nt

��H 
�
�

H

�
� �jAj� � �Rc��� �� �H�	

The Gauss equation implies

K  K�� � ���� 
R

�
� Rc��� �� �

�

�



H� � jAj��

where K is the Gauss curvature of N � K�� is the sectional curvature of M in the direction

of TxM � ��� �� are the principal curvatures of N in M � and R is the scalar curvature of

��



M � Eliminating Rc in favor of R� we �nd

d

dt

Z
Nt

H� 

Z
Nt

�� jDHj
�

H�
� jAj� � R� �K

 ����Nt� �

Z
Nt

�� jDHj
�

H�
� �
�
H� � �

�
��� � ���

� �R

� �
�

�
��� �

Z
Nt

H�

�

provided that Nt is connected and R � �� �A similar calculation is used in studying

positive scalar curvature via stable minimal surfaces� including the Schoen�Yau proof of

the positive mass theorem��

It follows that the quantity

et������ �
Z
Nt

H��

is nondecreasing� Since jNtj��� equals et�� up to a factor� this shows that mH�Nt� is

nondecreasing�

The estimate of
R
Nt
H� is quite interesting in itself because it is independent of the

detailed geometry of M except the scalar curvature�

Heuristically� when the surface jumps� we should obtain by Lemma ����iv� and �������

Z
�E�

t

H� �
Z
�Et

H�� j�E�
t j  j�Etj�

at least for t � �� which implies that the monotonicity is preserved even at a jump� This

reasoning is valid at t  � as well� provided E� is a minimizing hull� This is how the

equation divines that there are no other minimal surfaces in M � In the remainder of this

section� we substantiate this discussion�

Monotonicity Calculation� �Version� Let us reproduce the Geroch formula in a weak

setting� Assume for now that N� is smooth and M possesses a smooth subsolution at

in�nity� Let u� � u��L�� be an approximator de�ned over !L as in the proof of Theorem

	��� Recall that N�
t � graph�u�� � t��� �� � t � �� is a smooth inverse mean

curvature �ow� Let � be the downward unit normal to N�
t � Note H  � 
H � � � ��

��



Select a cuto� function � � C�
c �R� such that � � �� spt� � 
�� ��� and

R
��z� dz  ��

Fix an arbitrary T � � and require L � T � �� so that �N�
t is disjoint from M � spt� for

� � t � T � The boundary term disappears and we calculate

�����

d

dt

Z
N�
t

�H� 

Z
N�
t

��H
�H

�t
�H�r� � �

H
� �H�



Z
N�
t

�

�
��H 

�
�

H

�
� �jAj� � �Rc��� ��

�
�r� � �H � �H�



Z
N�
t

�

�
�� jDHj

�

H�
� �jAj� � �Rc��� �� �H�

�

� �D� � DH
H

�r� � �H�

for � � t � T � In integrated form this becomes

�����

Z
N�
r

�H� 

Z
N�
s

�H� �

Z s

r

Z
N�
t

�

�
�
jDHj�
H�

� �jAj� � �Rc��� ���H�

�

� �D� � DH
H

�r� � �H�

for � � r � s � T �

Estimates� Let us estimate each of these terms in turn� with an eye to making the above

formula converge as � �� L��� Fix T � � and assume � � t � T � Our constants may

depend on T but not on  or L�

By �	���� there is R�T � � � depending only on the subsolution v such that

���	� N�
t  �M � spt�� � K�T � � �BR�T � nE��� 
�� ��� � � t � T�

a �xed compact set� Applying the minimizing hull property to the supergraph E�
t compared

to the perturbation E�
t �K�T �� we obtain the area estimate

����� jN�
t  �M � spt��j � j�K�T �j  C�T �� � � t � T	

From �	���� �	���� the fact that HN�
t
 jru�j� and ���	�� we have for L � T � ��

����� jHj � C�T � on N�
t  �M � spt��� � � t � T	

These two inequalities imply

�����

Z
N�
t

�H� � jr� � �Hj � C�T �� � � t � T	

��



Next� �����D� � DHH
���� � jD�j�

�
� �

jDHj�
H�

� C � �
jDHj�
H�

�

since � is C� of compact support� Putting these two inequalities into ������ we obtain

�����
d

dt

Z
N�
t

�H� �
Z
N�
t

��
� jDHj�

H�
� �jAj�

�
� C�T �� � � t � T�

which implies together with ����� and ����� that

�����

Z T

�

Z
N�
t ��M�������

jDHj�
H�

� jDHj� � jAj� � C�T ��

using a � such that �  � on 
�� ��� For any sequence i � �� Fatou�s Lemma yields

����� lim inf
i��

Z
N
�i
t ��M�������

jDHj�
H�

� jDHj� � jAj� ��� a�e� t � �	

Henceforth we shrink � so that spt� � 
�� ���

Convergence� As in the proof of Theorem 	��� there are subsequences i � �� Li ���
N i
t  N�i

t such that

������ N i
t � �Nt  Nt �R locally in C�� a�e� t � ��

where Nt  �Et and �Et�t�� is the unique solution of �y� for E��

We wish to pass ����� to limits� Let us �rst address the
R
Ni
t
�H� term� By ������� this

expression is lower semicontinuous as i � � �at least where there is no jump�� To make

this an equality for a�e� t � �� we use growth control and Rellich�s theorem� By ������
the function

R
Ni
t
�H� � C�T �t is monotone� � � t � T � Therefore by choosing a diagonal

subsequence �labelled the same� we may arrange that

������ lim
i��

Z
Ni
t

�H� exists� a�e� t � �	

Suppose t is such that ����� and ������ hold� It is possible to write the converging surfaces

N i
t simultaneously as graphs of C

� functions wi over some smooth surface W � that is�

N i
t  �M � 
�� ���  fx� wi�x��W �x� � x �Wg  �M � 
�� ���� wi � C�

loc�W ��

�	



and wi � w locally in C�� where �Nt is the graph of w� �Here addition indicates the normal

exponential map�� Then by Rellich�s theorem� ����	�� and ������ there is a subsequence ij

such that

������ H
N
ij
t

� H Nt
in L��W  �M � 
�� ����

where the curvature function are projected to W for comparison� We conclude by ������

that the full sequence converges� namely

����	�

Z
Ni
t

�H� �
Z
Nt

�H�� a�e� t � �	

Together with ����� and the bounded convergence theorem� this implies that

������

Z s

r

Z
Ni
t

�H� �
Z s

r

Z
Nt

�H�	

for any � � r � s�

Next we turn to the r� � �H term� By ����� and ������ we haveZ
Ni
t

jr� � �Hj � C�T � sup
Ni
t

jr� � �j � �� a�e� t � �	

We have used the fact that N i
t converges locally in C

� to the vertical cylinder �Nt� on which

� is perpendicular to r�� Then by ����� and the bounded convergence theorem� we obtain

������

Z s

r

Z
Ni
t

jr� � �Hj � �	

Next we address the jDHj��H� term�

	�� Lemma� For a�e� t � ��

H � � Hn���a�e� on Nt	

Proof� Clearly jruj � � a�e� with respect to the measure jruj dx� By the co�area
formula� this implies that jruj exists and jruj � � for a�e� t � � and Hn���a�e� x � Nt�

By ������� this implies the claimed result�

In particular the integral
R
Nt
jDHj��H� makes sense for a�e� t�

��



	�� Lower Semicontinuity Lemma� For each � � r � s�Z s

r

Z
Nt

�
jDHj�
H�

� lim inf
i��

Z s

r

Z
Ni
t

�
jDHj�
H�

	

Proof� By ������ for a�e� t � � there is a subsequence ij such that

������ sup
j

Z
N
ij
t ��M�������

jDHj�
H�

��	

Let &N be a connected component of �Nt�M�
�� ���� and let &N j be a connected component

of N
ij
t  �M � 
�� ��� converging locally in C� to &N �

Let aj be the median of logH on &N j � By ������ and the Rellich theorem� there exists

a � 
������ f � L�� &N�� and a further subsequence such that aj � a and

logH �Nj � aj � f in L��W � and a�e� on W�

where &N j � &N are written as C� graphs over some nearby smooth surface W � and the

functions are projected to W �

If a  ��� then logH �Nj � f � a  �� a�e�� so H �Nj � � a�e� on W � By the

boundedness of H and the weak convergence ����	�� it follows that H �N  � a�e� on
&N � But

by Lemma ���� this case is excluded for a�e� t � ��
Therefore we assume a � ��� Then

logH �Nj � aj � logH �N � a in L��W �	

It follows that we have weak convergence of DH�H in each chart W � Then by the usual

lower semicontinuity� we obtain for a�e� t � ��Z
Nt

�
jDHj�
H�

� lim inf
i��

Z
Ni
t

�
jDHj�
H�

�

which implies the desired result by Fatou�s Lemma�

The �nal term of ����� converges only weakly to zero�

	�� Lemma� For each � � r � s�Z s

r

Z
Ni
t

D� � DH
H

� �	

��



Proof� As is ������� the idea is that D� and DH are orthogonal in the cylindrical limit�

From the previous lemma� DH�H converges weakly subsequentially for individual times�

but it is tricky to control the time direction� To do this� we recognize the inner integral as

a time derivative� using the fact that N i
t is moving rigidly by translation� De�ning

gi�t� �

Z
Ni
t

�i��z� �
�z

� DH
H

d�Ni
t
�x� z�



Z
N
�i
�

�i��z � t�i�
�

�z
� DH
H

d�N�i
�
�x� z��

we notice that

d

dt
gi�t� 

Z
N
�i
�

���z � t�i�
�

�z
� DH
H



Z
Ni
t

���z�
�

�z
� DH
H



Z
Ni
t

D� � DH
H

� fi�t�	

We have by Cauchy�s inequality� ������ and ������

sup
i

Z T

�

jfij ���

Z T

�

jgij � C�T �i � ��

for each T � �� hence

fi � � on 
�����
in the sense of measures� which gives the result�

Weak Second Fundamental Form� In order to cope with the jAj� term� we de�ne
the second fundamental form of a surface in W ���  C�� See 
Hu� for related information�

Let N be a C� hypersurface of an ambient manifold M with induced metric h  �hij��

orthogonal projection �hji � from TM to TN � unit normal ��i�� and weak mean curvature

H in L�
loc�N�� as de�ned by the �rst variation formula �������

Suppose p  �pij� is a smooth� compactly supported symmetric ��tensor de�ned on

M � and apply the �rst variation formula to the vector Y j  gjlplk�
k to derive in the

smooth case

������

Z
N

H�jpjk�
k 

Z
N

hijri�pjk�
k� 

Z
N

hijripjk�
k � hijpjkh

klAli�

��



recalling that Aij  hkirk�
lhlj �

If N is C� and H exists as a locally integrable function� we call a locally integrable

section A  �Aij� of Sym
��T �N� the second fundamental form if the far right and left

sides of ������ are equal for every p in C�
c �Sym

��T �M���

Assuming N is C�� it can be veri�ed that jAj � L�
loc�N� if and only if N can be

written locally in coordinates as the graph of a W ��� function w� �The tensor Aij can be

written as the Hessian of w� with a correction that depends only on the normal vector and

the Christo�el symbols of g� See �������� Inserting pij  �gij � we �nd that if A exists�

then indeed H  hijAij a�e�� where H is de�ned by �������

It follows from weak compactness� Riesz Representation� and ����	� that if N i � N

locally in C� and

sup
i

Z
Ni

jANi j� ���

then AN exists in L
��N� with the weak convergenceZ
Ni

pjkANi

jk �
Z
N

pjkAN
jk� p � C�

c �Sym
��TM���

and lower semicontinuity

������

Z
N

jAN j� � lim inf
i��

Z
Ni

jANi
j�	

On the other hand� if a C� surface N is given satisfying
R
N
jAj� � �� and we are

allowed to choose Ni by molli�cation� we may arrange that each Ni is smooth and

������ Ni � N strongly in C� and W ����

in the sense that Ni� N are represented locally as graphs of functions wi� w such that

wi � w in C� W ���� �We can even arrange that Ni approaches N from one side��

In this situation� let ��� �� be the eigenvalues of A with respect to h and consider the

function in L��N� de�ned by

K � K�� � �����

where K�� is the sectional curvature function of the ambient manifold evaluated on TxN �

The following lemma is now a consequence of the Gauss and Gauss�Bonnet formulae applied

to the approximators Ni�

��



	�� Weak Gauss�Bonnet Formula� Suppose N is a compact C� surface in a ��manifold�

satisfying
R
N
jAj� ��� Then

Z
N

K�� � ����  ����N��

where � denotes the Euler characteristic�

From this we have the following�

	�	 W��� Lemma� Let Nt be the limiting surfaces de
ned in ������� Then

Z
Nt

jAj� � C�T �� � � t � T	

Proof� By ����� and �������

Z
Nt

jAj� �� for a�e� t � �	

Since the surfaces Nt are compact with locally uniform C� estimates� ��Nt�� jNtj� and
supNt

jK��j are bounded for � � t � T � By Lemma ���� this yields

Z
Nt

���� � C�T �� a�e� t � 
�� T �	

Since H  ����� is bounded� this yields the desired estimate for a�e� t � 
�� T �� It follows
for all t by �������

Remark� A similar result can be proven for inverse mean curvature �ow in dimensions

n � �� by a local version of the Gauss�Bonnet formula suitable for graphs�

We need one more technical lemma�

	�
 Lemma� Suppose E is precompact� E�  E� and �E is C���� Then either �E is a

smooth minimal surface� or �E can be approximated in C� from inside by smooth sets of

the form �E
 with H � �� E�
  E
 � and

������ sup


sup
�E�

jAj ���

Z
�E�

H� �
Z
�E

H� as � � �	

��



Proof� Note that H � � on �E in the weak sense� We employ the ordinary mean

curvature �ow �x���  �H� as developed in Huisken 
H� in order to smooth the boundary

while preserving nonnegative curvature� By mollifying� there exists a sequence �Qi�i	� of

smooth surfaces with uniformly bounded jAj approximating �E from inside in C� and

strongly in W ���� so thatZ
Qi

H� �
Z
�E

H��

Z
Qi

H�
� �

Z
�E

H�
� as i���

where H� � max����H�� Let �Qi

 ���
��i be the mean curvature �ow of Qi� On account

of the inequality

�jAj�
��

�  jAj� � �jAj� � CjRmjjAj� � CjrRmjjAj on Qi

 �

and higher derivative estimates derived in 
H�� Qi

 exists with uniformly bounded jAj for

a uniform time independent of i� Passing smoothly to limits we obtain a �ow �Q
 ���
��

with uniformly bounded jAj� We have using the �rst variation formula and ������
d

d�

Z
Qi
�

H� �
Z
Qi
�

�H� H � jAj�H � Rc��� ��H� � C

Z
Qi
�

H�	

Integrating and passing to limits� we obtain
R
Q�

H� � eC

R
�E

H�� Furthermore� because

the speed is bounded and using Arzela�Ascoli� we have Q
 � �E in C�� So by lower

semicontinuity ������� we have completed �������

By a variation of this argument� we also haveZ
Q�

H�
� � eCt

Z
�E

H�
�  ��

so H � � on Q
 � and by the strong maximum principle� either H � � or H � � on Q
 � In

the former case� �E is a smooth minimal surface� In the latter case� Q
 smoothly foliates

an interior neighborhood of �E� Using �Q�
as a calibration as in the proof of Lemma ��	

and using E�  E� we see that E�
  E
 � where E
 is the precompact set bounded by Q
 �

We are now in a position to pass everything to limits to prove the following proposition�

M need not be complete�

	�� H� Growth Formula� Let M be a 	�manifold� E� a precompact open set with C�

boundary satisfying

������

Z
�E�

jAj� ��

��



and �Et�t�� a family of open sets solving �y� with initial condition E�� Then for each

� � r � s�

������

Z
Nr

H� �
Z
Ns

H� �

Z s

r

Z
Nt

�
�
jDHj�
H�

� �jAj� � �Rc��� ���H�

�



Z
Ns

H� �

Z s

r

�����Nt�

�

Z s

r

Z
Nt

�
�
jDHj�
H�

�
�

�
��� � ���

� �R�
�

�
H�

�
	

provided Es is precompact� In particular� the inner integrals make sense for a�e� t � ��

The proof consists of passing to limits� using the above lemmas� to get a result for

almost every time� then using a restarting argument to get the result for each time�

Proof� �� In steps � and �� we assume �E� is smooth and M possesses a smooth

subsolution at in�nity� so that the above discussion applies�

Combining together ����	�� Lemma ���� ������� Fatou�s Lemma� ������� Lemma ��	�

and ������� we can pass ����� to limits as i � �� This proves that ����� holds as an
inequality� with the limiting cylinders �Nt replacing N

�
t � for a�e� � � r � s� Since �Nt is a

cylinder for a�e� t� the integral of each geometric quantity Q�x� z�  Q�x� breaks up asZ
Nt

�Qd� Nt


Z �

�

� dz

Z
Nt

Qd�Nt


Z
Nt

Qd�Nt
�

and we obtain the �rst inequality of ������ for a�e� � � r � s� To see the transition to the

second inequality of ������� write

�jAj� � �Rc��� ���H�  �jAj� � �
�
H�� � �R� �K�� � jAj� �H�� �

�

�
H�


�

�
��� � ���

� �R� ��K�� � ����� �
�

�
H�

and apply Lemmas ��� and ���� Thus ������ holds for a�e� � � r � s�

Recall from ������ that Nt � Ns in C
� as t � s� Then the lower semicontinuity ofR

H� in ������ implies ������ holds for a�e� r � � and all s � r�

�� Next we prove that ������ holds at r  �� Recall from Theorem ��	�iii� and ������

that �E�� is C
��� with H � � in a weak sense andZ

�E��

H� �
Z
�E�

H�	

��



So it su�ces to prove ������ for E��� There are two cases�

Case �� If H � � somewhere on �E��� then by Lemma ���� there is a family of smooth

surfaces of the form �E
 approximating �E� in C
�� withH � � and E�
  E
 � By Theorem

	��� there exists a proper solution �E

t �t�� of �y� with E


�  E
 � By Lemma ���� E


t evolves

smoothly for a short time� so ������ is valid for �E

t �t	� at r  ��

By �	���� ������� Remark � following Theorem ���� and the uniqueness given by Theo�

rem ����iii�� u
 converges uniformly to u on M nE�� as � � �� with C� convergence of the

level sets except at jump times� All quantities in ������ converge or are lower semicontinu�

ous to their values for u� This convergence employs the easily proven analogues of ����	��

Lemma ���� ������� and ������ for arbitrary sequences of exact solutions in a 	�manifold�

we don�t need a version of ������ or Lemma ��	� In addition� by �������Z
�E�

H� �
Z
�E��

H��

which proves ������ at r  � for E��� and hence for E�� in the case that H � � somewhere

on �E���

Case 	� The other possibility is that �E�� is a smooth minimal surface� Choose a

sequence of smooth functions wi on M such that

wi � � in C��M�� wi  � and
�wi
��

� � along �E�� wi � � in M nE��

and consider the metric gi � wig� Then Hi � � along �E� and E� is still a strictly

minimizing hull with respect to gi� Therefore by Step �� ������ holds at r  � for the

solution ui of �yy� for �E� in the metric gi�

As above� passing i��� using �	���� the Remarks following Theorem ���� uniqueness�
and the lower semicontinuity of all the quantitites involved� together with the fact thatZ

�E�

H�
i �

Z
�E�

H��

we obtain ������ at r  � for E��� and hence for E�� in the case of a minimal surface�

Together with Case �� this proves ������ at r  � when the initial surface is smooth and

there is a subsolution at in�nity�

	� Next� let �E� be any C
� surface satisfying ������� but retain the subsolution at

in�nity� By ������� we may approximate �E� in C
� by smooth surfaces Si lying in M nE��

��



such that

����	�

Z
Si

H� �
Z
�E�

H��

as i��� Let �Ei
t�t�� be the proper solution of �y� corresponding to Si� Since Si � �E�

in C�� there is �i � � such that E� � Ei
� � E�i � so

Et � Ei
t � Et��i for all t � ��

by the Comparison Theorem ����ii�� In particular� ui � u locally uniformly in M n #E��

and for each �xed t � �� �Ei
t is eventually kept uniformly away from Si� so by estimate

�	��� and ������ we have

�Ei
t � Nt in C�� a�e� t � �	

By Step �� ������ is valid for the approximators �Ei
t�t�� at r  �� so passing to limits�

using ����	� at r  �� and lower semicontinuity of all quantities for t � �� we obtain ������

at r  � for any initial surface satisfying ������ and any M with a smooth subsolution�

�� Finally� the subsolution at in�nity can be arranged by employing a conic modi��

cation near the edge of the manifold� as in the proof of Theorem 	��� to prove ������ at

r  � under the stated general hypotheses�

By Lemma ���� this result may now be applied at each r � � to establish ������ for
arbitrary � � r � s�

The next Theorem now follows from ������� recalling from Lemma ��� that

j�Etj���  et��j�E�j���

provided that E� is a minimizing hull� It is precisely at this point that the exterior region

hypothesis declares itself� and it does so through the area rather than through higher order

quantities�

	� Geroch Monotonicity Formula� Let M be a complete 	�manifold� E� a precompact

open set with C� boundary satisfying ������� and �Et�t�� a solution of �y� with initial

condition E�� If E� is a minimizing hull� then

������ mH�Ns� � mH�Nr� �
�

��������

Z s

r

jNtj���
�
��� � ����Nt��

�

Z
Nt



�jD logHj� � ��� � ���

� � R
�
d�t


dt

��



for � � r � s� provided Es is precompact�

Remark� According to Lemma ����ii�� an exterior region is simply connected� In such a

manifold� recall from Lemma ����ii� that a connected surface �Et remains connected under

the �ow� so ��Nt� � �� Therefore� we already have the following monotonicity result in
the case of a single black hole�

If �M is an exterior region satisfying ������ having R � �� and with a connected bound�

ary� then the inverse mean curvature �ow of the boundary has monotone nondecreasing

Hawking mass�

x� Multiple Horizons

The purpose of this section is to derive a monotonicity result in the presence of multiple

black holes�


�� Geroch Monotonicity �Multiple Boundary Components�� Let �M be an exterior

region with R � �� satisfying the asymptotically �at condition ������ For each connected

component N of � �M � there exists a �ow of compact C��� surfaces �Nt�t	�� such that

N�  N � mH�Nt� is monotone nondecreasing for all time� and for su�ciently large t� Nt

satis
es the weak inverse mean curvature �ow �y��

The idea is to �ow a single boundary component� treating the others as inessential

�occlusions� to be slid across� without incurring any loss of Hawking mass� This is achieved

by �owing Et so that it nearly touches the rest of the boundary� then jumping to the strictly

minimizing hull F of the union of Et with some of the other boundary components� This

accomplishes

����� j�F j � j�Et� j�
Z
�F

H� �
Z
�Et�

H��

which is su�cient to ensure that the Hawking mass does not decrease during the jump�

Unfortunately� our construction only works on one component at a time� It would be

very desirable to have a result involving an additive combination of boundary components�

One approach would be to keep track of the mass added during a jump� At the end of x��
we give an example that illustrates the di�culty of doing this�

�	



Proof� Suppose the boundary components of �M are N � N�� 	 	 	 � Nk� Fill in the boundary

by 	�balls

E��W�� 	 	 	Wk

to obtain a smooth� complete� boundaryless manifoldM � We will construct a nested family

of sets �Et�t	� and corresponding locally Lipschitz function u on M such that

�i� Et satis�es the �ow except at a �nite number of �jump times� � � t� � � � � tp ���
�ii� Each Wi is contained in fu  tjg for some j� and Et swallows at least one Wi at

each jump time tj �

�iii� Et and �Et remain connected�

�iv� The Hawking mass mH��Et� is monotone nondecreasing�

Write W � ���i�kWi� By Lemma ���� M is di�eomorphic to R�� and E� �W is a

strictly minimizing hull in M �

To start with� let �Et�t	� be the �ow of E� by �y�� �Later we will modify it past a
certain time�� Since M is simply connected and E� is connected� Lemma ��� implies that

Et and its boundary remain connected�

The case when W is empty is covered by the remarks following Theorem ���� so we

assume that W is nonempty� Left to its own devices� Et will eventually enter W � and the

monotonicity is likely to fail since the scalar curvature there is unknown� So de�ne s� � �

to be the supremum of the times when Et is disjoint from W � By continuity� we have

Es� W  �� E�
s�
W � �	

De�ne t� � s� if #Es�  #W  �� otherwise let t� be slightly less that s��
Since �E� is a minimizing hull� �Et is connected� and Et stays in the region where

R � �� we have

mH��Et� is monotone� � � t � t�	

��
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F

Time to jump�

Now we construct the jump� Let F be the connected component of �Et� �W �� that
contains Et� � Because Et� is so close toW � we see that F contains at least one component

of W � and we may write �after relabelling�

F  �Et� �W� � 	 	 	 �Wj�
��

for some nonempty union of whole components of W �

Since �W is a smooth minimal surface� �F is disjoint from �W by the strong maximum

principle� The �rst inequality of ����� is immediate since Et� is a minimizing hull by Lemma

����i��

Let us prove the second inequality of ������ By ������� choose a sequence of sets Ei

containing Eti such that �Ei is smooth and converges to �Et� in C
�� andZ

�Ei

H� �
Z
�Et�

H�

We have by ������� Z
�E�

i

H� �
Z
�Ei

H�	

Now it can be seen that E�i � F � and �E�i � �F in C� by Theorem ��	�ii�� so passing to

limits and recalling the lower semicontinuity given by ������� we obtain ������ Then �����

implies

mH��Et�� � mH��F �	

��



In a similar manner� but using Lemma ��� below� we will now show that F is a

suitable initial condition for restarting the �ow� We may approximate �Et� in C
� by a

sequence of smooth surfaces with uniformly bounded mean curvature� of the form �Ui�

where Ui contains Et� � Then by ������� ��Ui�F �� is C��� and itself has uniformly bounded

mean curvature� and one easily checks that ��Ui � F �� converges to �F in C�� By slightly

smoothing� we see that �F is approximated in C� by smooth surfaces of bounded mean

curvature�

Then by Theorem 	��� �	���� and Theorem ���� there exist sets �Ft�t�� satisfying �yy�
with initial condition F�  F � Furthermore� by applying the Gauss�Bonnet Theorem to

the approximating sequence� we see Z
�F

jAj� ��	

Also� F is a strictly minimizing hull and Ft remains connected� so as above� Theorem ���

applies to show

mH�Ft� is monotone�

at least until Ft in turn encounters one of the remaining components of W �

We now replace Et by Ft for t � t�� The desired monotonicity holds for a short time

past t�� and Et has swallowed at least one component of W � Since W has only a �nite

number of components� we may continue this procedure inductively to obtain a nested

family of sets �Et�t	� satisfying �i���iii�� This proves the Theorem�

Remark� We have some freedom in choosing the jump time� For example� we could have

de�ned t� to be the �rst moment when Et together with some component ofW possesses a

connected minimizing hull� or even the �rst moment when there is a connected �stationary

hull��

All such schemes implicitly impose grazing �i�e� contact angle zero� boundary condi�

tions for Nt along the boundary �W � It would be interesting to resolve the ambiguity by

deriving the jumping scheme from a suitable minimization principle�

One possibility is to set g  � on W � Like the methods above� this forces u 

constant on each Fi� and expels the �potential surfaces� Nt from the interior of W � much

like an electric conductor� However� it is unlikely to yield monotonicity of the Hawking

mass since there may be negative R concentrating along the boundary of the obstacle�

��



Now the promised Lemma� which guarantees thatNt always has the necessary smooth�

ness to restart the �ow�


�� Lemma� Suppose that �E is compact and C�� E minimizes

Jf �F � � j�F j�
Z
F

f

in some open neighborhood U of �E� and ess supU jf j �M � Then �E may be approximated

in C� on either side by smooth surfaces with jHj �M � �

Proof� Choose an open set V with �E� �� V �� U � De�ne g by

g �M �  in U nE� g � �M �  in U E	

and select a smooth sequence gi with jgij �M � � gi � g in L�� #V ��

Let Ei be a minimizer of Jgi among all F with F n #V  En #V � By lower semicontinuity
and the compactness theorem for sets of �nite perimeter� there exists a set E� and a

subsequence with Eij � E�� such that E� minimizes Jg subject to the same condition�

Since

Jf �E� � Jf �E���

the de�nition of g yields the contradiction

Jg�E� � Jg�E���

unless E  E� a�e� Then by the Regularity Theorem ��	� �Ei � �E in C� locally in V �

Excluding extraneous components� we may take the convergence to occur in all ofM � The

smoothness of gi proves that �Ei is smooth with jH�Ei j  jgij �M�� To guarantee that

Ei contains E �say�� it su�ces to adjoin the condition that gi  �M �  on U  E�

x� Asymptotic Regime

By a weak blowdown argument� we show that Nt becomes C
��� close to a large coor�

dinate sphere as t��� Then we prove that limt��mH�Nt� � mADM �M� by expanding

the Hawking mass as the ADM mass plus lower order terms� using the montonicity formula

itself for the analytic control�

��



Let ! be the asymptotically �at end of M � embedded in Rn as the complement a

compact set K� Let g be the metric of M pulled back to !� let � be the �at metric� and

let r� #r be the corresponding connections� Write Br�x� for the balls with respect to g�

and Dr�x� for standard balls� Let u be a solution of ����� in !� E
t � fu � tg � !�

Fix � � � and de�ne the blown down objects by

!� � � � !� g��x� � ��g�x���� u��x� � u�x���� E�
t � � �Et�

where � � A � f�x � x � Ag� By the scaling property x �� �x� t �� t� u� solves ����� in

!��

��� Blowdown Lemma� Suppose the �at metric on ! satis
es

����� jg � �j  o���� j #rgj  o

�
�

jxj
�
�

as jxj � �� Let u be a solution of ����� on ! such that fu  tg is compact for all

su�ciently large t� Then for some constants c� ���

u� � c� � �n� �� log jxj�

locally uniformly in Rn nf�g as �� �� the standard expanding sphere solution in Rn nf�g�

As a byproduct� we have the following�

��� Proposition� The only solution of ����� on Rn n f�g with compact level�sets is the

expanding sphere solution given above�

Proof of ��� and ���� �� Fix t� so that fu  tg is a compact subset of ! for all
t � t�� The asymptotic condition ����� and the comments following De�nition 	�	 imply

that there is R� � � such that

��x� � cjxj� dist�x� �Et�� � cjxj� jxj � R�	

By �	��� with r  min���x�� dist�x� �Et��� we observe

����� jru�x�j � C

jxj � for all jxj � R�	

��



Next we want to control the eccentricity of Nt for large t� For any surface N � let


r�N�� R�N�� be the smallest interval such that N is contained in the annulus #DR n Dr�

and de�ne the eccentricity ��N� � R�N��r�N��

Now ����� implies that there exists A � � and t� such that the family �DeAt�t��t��

is a subsolution of ���� that is� the surfaces are moving faster than inverse mean curvature

would dictate� Using these for comparison� we see that

���	� R�Nt�
 � � eA
R�Nt�� t � t�� � � �	

Next suppose r  r�Nt� � R�� Now u  t somewhere on �Dr� and so by ������ there

is C� such that u � t� C� everywhere on �Dr� Therefore Nt�C�
does not meet �Dr� By

����i�� Nt�C�
cannot have any components outside of Dr� so R�Nt�C�

� � r� Combining

with ���	��

����� R�Nt� � eAC�R�Nt�C�
� � eAC�r�Nt�� t � t��

for some t��

�� Now let �i be any sequence converging to zero� The estimates ������ ���	�� and �����

are scale�invariant� so they are valid for N�i
t � on the complement of a subset shrinking to

f�g as i���
By ������ Compactness Theorem ���� and the Remarks following it� there exists a

subsequence ��ij �� numbers cj ��� and a solution v of ����� in Rn n f�g� such that

u�ij � cj � v locally uniformly in Rn n f�g�

with local C� convergence of the level sets� De�ne Pt � �fv � tg� By the eccentricity
estimate ������ each nonempty Pt is a compact subset of R

n n f�g with

��Pt� � eAC� 	

Now ���	� implies in the limit that v is not constant� so some level�set is nonempty� say Pt� �

Then ���	�� together with the fact that Nt is nonempty and compact for all su�ciently

large t� implies that Pt is nonempty and compact for �� � t ���
Thus� v has compact level sets� According to Proposition ���� then� Pt is a family of

expanding� round spheres and u has the form exhibited� Since this is true for a subsequence

of any subsequence� it follows that the full sequence converges� proving Lemma ����

��



	� It remains to prove Proposition ���� Let v be a solution of ����� in Rn n f�g with
compact level sets Pt� Using expanding spheres as barriers� we see that

��Pt� is nonincreasing�

Now� using the estimates above� we can blow up a subsequence �P�i
t ����t��� as �i ���

to obtain a solution �Qt����t�� with nonempty� compact level sets and

��Qt� � ��� �� � t ���

where ��  supt ��Pt�� If �� � �� then Q� lies between �Dr and �D��r for some r� and is

tangent to each of them� without being equal to either one� By perturbing �Dr outward

and �D��r inward� and applying the strong maximum principle to the smooth �ows� and

the weak maximum principle� Theorem ����ii�� to the nonsmooth �ow Qt� we �nd that

��Qt� decreases� a contradiction� This proves that ��  �� which shows that Pt is a round

sphere for all t� as claimed in the Proposition�

The ADM mass is de�ned in the following lemma� Here U denotes a precompact open

set with smooth boundary� � is the outward unit normal of U with respect to g� and d�

the surface measure of �U with respect to g�

��� ADM Lemma� Suppose R � � on M � and the asymptotic region ! is embedded as

the complement of a compact set in R�� with �at metric ��

�i� �see �ADM�� If � satis
es

c� � g � C� in !�

Z
	

j #rgj� ���

then the limit

mADM �g� �� � lim
U�M

�

���

Z
�U

gij� #rjgik � #rkgij��
k d�

exists� and is 
nite if and only if
R
M
R ��� Here �U � �M locally uniformly�

�ii� �Bartnik �Ba	�� Chru�sciel �Ch��� If � satis
es

jg � �j � Cjxj������� j #rgj � Cjxj������� x � !�

for some � � �� then mADM is a geometric invariant of g� independent of the choice of ��

��



Proof� �ii� We observe that the vector �eld

Y k � gklgij� #rigjl � #rlgij�  gij'kij � 'jjlglk

satis�es

divY  R� Cj'j��

where the divergence is taken with respect to g� Integrating by parts yields the result�

�ii� See 
Ba�� Ch��

In order to e�ect our mass comparison at in�nity� we strengthen the above conditions

to the one from the introduction� namely

����� jg � �j � C

jxj � j #rgj � C

jxj� � Rc � � Cg

jxj� 	

Note that this implies directly �without any integration by parts as employed with weaker

conditions� that the ADM �ux integral is �nite�

��� Asymptotic Comparison Lemma� Assume that the asymptotic region of M satis�


es ������ and let �Et�t	t� be a family of precompact sets weakly solving ��� in M � Then

lim
t��

mH�Nt� � mADM �M�	

The proof consists of a straightforward linearization of
R
H� in terms of the per�

turbation from �atness� together with the integration by parts formula ������� possibly

related to the �curious cancellation� in 
Ba�� Ch�� We use �����and ������ to show that

mH is bounded� which gives us some analytic control of the sequence via the monotonicity�

allowing us to re�ne the estimates�

Proof� �� De�ne r  r�t� by jNtj  ��r�� Then jN��r
t jg��r  ��� so Lemma ��� implies

that

����� N
��r�t�
t � �D� in C� as t��	

ultimately obtain convergence of jAj� in L�� Let h be the restriction of g to the moving

surface and let  be the restriction of the �at metric � to it� Let � be the exterior unit

��



normal� � the unit dual normal� A the second fundamental form� H the mean curvature�

all with respect to g� De�ne #�� #�� #A� #H correspondingly� with respect to ��

We begin with a series of approximations� Write pij  gij � �ij � Let us restrict our

attention to t su�ciently large that jpj � ���� on Nt� Then we have

����� hij � ij  �hikpklhlj � Cjpj�� gij � �ij  �gikpklglj � Cjpj��

for the inverse matrices� The bars indicate the norm with respect either to g or to � � it

does not matter which� Note that

� 
#�

j#�jg � �i  gij�j 	

Then we have

#�i  �i � Cjpj� #�i  �i � Cjpj� �� j#�jg  �
�
�i�jpij � Cjpj�������

d�� d#� 

�
�

�
hijpij � Cjpj�

�
d�������

'kij 
�

�
gkl�ripjl �rjpil �rlpij�� Cjpjjrpj� rp  #rp� Cjpjjrpj������

where 'kij are the Christo�el symbols r� #r� We have the formula

������ j#�jgAij  #Aij � #�k'kij 	

Compute

H � #H  hijAij � ij #Aij  �h
ij � ij�Aij � ijAij��� j#�jg� � ij�j#�jgAij � #Aij�	

For the second term we have� using ����� and ������

ijAij��� j#�jg�  �
�
H�i�jpij � Cjpj�jAj�

and for the third� using ������� ������ ������ and ������

ij�j#�jgAij � #Aij�  �ij #�k'kij
 ��

�
hij�kg

kl�ripjl �rjpil �rlpij�� Cjpjjrpj

 �hij�lripjl �
�

�
hij�lrlpij � Cjpjjrpj	

��



Plugging these in and using ������ we get

H � #H  �hikpklhljAij �
�

�
H�i�jpij � hij�lripjl �

�

�
hij�lrlpij

� Cjpjjrpj � Cjpj�jAj�

and so

jH � #Hj � CjpjjAj� Cjrpj� jH� � #H�j � CjpjjAj� � Cjrpj� � CjrpjjAj�

and using this together with ������

#H��d�� d#�� 

�
�

�
H�hijpij � Cjpj�jAj� � Cjrpj�

�
d�	

We are now in a position to estimate
R
H�� Our �rst task is to isolate the leading

term ��� from the correction of order ��r which gives the mass� We have from 
Wi� that

in R�� Z
N

#H� d#� � ���	

From this inequality and the previous three� we �nd for su�ciently large t�

������

Z
Nt

H� d� 

Z
Nt

#H�d#�� #H��d�� d#�� � �H�H � #H�� �H � #H�� d�

� ��� �
Z
Nt

�

�
H�hijpij � �Hhikpklh

ljAij �H��i�jpij

� �Hhij�lripjl �Hhij�lrlpij � Cjpj�jAj� � Cjrpj�	

�� Next we show that mH�Nt� remains bounded� As remarked in the proof of Lemma

���� ����� implies that

������ jHj  jruj � C

jxj �
C

r
on Nt�

for a�e� su�ciently large t� where we have recalled ������� and used ����� to relate jxj to r�
Using this with �������

Z s��

s

Z
Nt

jAj� 
Z s��

s

Z
Nt

�

�
��� � ���

� �
�

�
H�

�
Z
Ns

H� �

Z s��

s

����Nt�

� ��C � ���

�	



so we may select a subsequence ti �� such that

sup
i

Z
Nti

jAj� ��	

Then we estimate from ������� ������ and �������

Z
Nti

H� � ��� � C

Z
Nti

jpjjAj� � jrpjjHj� jrpj� � ��� � C

r

so by the de�nition and monotonicity of mH�Nt��

sup
t
mH�Nt� ��	

	� In particular� this implies by the monotonicity formula �������

Z �

t�

et��
Z
Nt

��� � ���
� �

jDHj�
H�

���

so we can pick a new subsequence t �� such that� writing N � Nt� �Z
N�

��� � ���
� �

jDHj�
H�

� ��

and �by scaling� a corresponding result for N
��r�
 � Since H � C�r� we can use Rellich�s

theorem as in the proof of ���� to show that

H
N

��r�
�

� H�D�
 � in L���D���

where N
��r�
 is written as a graph over �D� for large i� Rescaling� this implies

����	� HN�

�

r
� f on N�

where
R
N�

f� � �� Also�

Z
N�

����A� H

�
h

����
�


�

�

Z
N�

��� � ���
� � ��

so

������ AN�

h

r
� g on N�

��



where
R
N�

g� � �� In particular�

sup


Z
N�

jAj� ��	

�� Thus we may estimate from ������� ����	� and �������

	��mH�N�  r���� �
Z
N�

H��

� C

r
� r

Z
N�

��
�
H�hijpij � �Hhikpklh

ljAij �H��i�jpij

� �Hhij�lripjl �Hhij�lrlpij �

� C

r
� � �

Z
N�

� �
r
hijpij �

�

r
hijpij � �

r
�i�jpij

� �hij�lripjl � �hij�lrlpij �

where � is an error term of the form

�  C

Z
N�

jfjjpj� jgjjpj� rjfjjrpj	

By ������ we see that � � �� We observe by the integration by parts formula ������� that

������

Z
N�

hij�lripjl 

Z
N�

H�j�lpjl � hijpjkh
klAli 

Z
N�

�

r
�j�lpjl � hijpij � ���

where again� �� � � by ������ Applying this to the previous equation we get

	��mH�N� � C

r
� � � ��

�
 �

Z
N�

�hij�lripjl � �hij�lrlpij 	

Using ������ this di�ers from the de�nition of the ADM mass in Lemma ��	 by at most

���  C

Z
N�

jpjjrpj�

which again converges to zero by ������ Applying the monotonicity formula ������� this

yields

sup
t	�

mH�Nt� � mADM �M�	

��



x� Proof of Main Theorem

In this section we prove the rigidity claim� and assemble the pieces to prove the Main

Theorem� At the end of the section� we give an example relating to multiple black holes

and the nonlocality of mass�

The following lemma is useful for the no�boundary case�

�� Lemma� Let M be a complete� asymptotically �at ��manifold with no boundary� For

any x � M there is a locally Lipschitz solution u of ����� on M n fxg with u� �� near

x and u�� at in
nity� Furthermore� mH�Nt� � � for all t�

Proof� By Theorem 	�� and Remark � following it� for each  � �� there exists u�

solving �yy� with the initial condition B��x�� We may use the eccentricity estimate and

other techniques of Lemma ���� to show that there exists a subsequence i � �� a sequence

ci ��� and a function u de�ned on M n fxg such that u�i � ci � u locally uniformly�

jru�y�j � C

dist�y� x�
in B��x��

and Nt is nonempty and compact for all t� with Nt nearly equal to �Bet��n��� as t� ���
Recalling Theorem ���� we have

mH�N
�i
t�ci� � mH��B�i�x��� �ci � t ��	

Passing N�i
t�ci � Nt for a�e� t� and recalling the upper semi�continuity of Hawking mass�

we obtain mH�Nt� � �� as required�

Proof of Main Theorem� �� Let M be an exterior region satisfying ������ If M has no

boundary� then by Lemma ���� the solution given in Lemma ��� proves mADM �M� � ��
If M has a boundary� let N be any boundary sphere� By Theorem ���� there exists a

�ow �Nt�t	� such that N�  N and mH�Nt� is monotone� Together with Lemma ��� this

proves that

mADM �M� �
r
jN j
���

which is ���	��

�� To complete the proof� we must consider the case of equality� We treat the case

when �M is nonempty� the treatment of the no�boundary case is essentially identical�

��



Then mH�Nt� equals a constant� m� for all t � �� By the construction in Theorem ����
Nt solves the �ow except for a �nite number of times� remains connected� and stays in

the regions where R � �� So all the growth terms in ������ are nonnegative� and therefore
zero� for a�e� t� In particular� recalling from Lemma ��� that H � � a�e� on Nt for a�e� t�

we have
R
Nt
jDHj�  � for a�e� t� and therefore by ������ and lower semicontinuity�Z

Nt

jDHj�  � for all t	

Therefore

HNt
�x�  H�t�� a�e� x � Nt� for all t � ��

that is� Nt has constant mean curvature� Since H is locally bounded on M n E� and Nt

has locally uniform C� estimates� it follows by elliptic theory that Nt is smooth for each

t� with estimates that are locally uniform for t � �� Similar conderations apply to N�
t �

t � ��
If there is a jump at time t� either natural or constructed� then N�

t � Nt� and H  �

on a portion of N�
t � so N

�
t is a minimal surface� disjoint from �M by the strong maximum

principle� This contradicts the assumption that M contains no compact minimal surfaces

in its interior� Therefore Nt  N�
t for all t � � �so in particular there is at most one

boundary component"��

This shows H � � for t � �� and a convergence argument shows that H�t� is locally

uniformly positive for t � ��

By Lemma ���� for each t � � there is some maximal T � t such that �Ns�t�s�T

is a smooth evolution� By the regularity derived above� Ns has uniform space and time

derivatives as s� T � so the evolution can be continued smoothly past t  T � This shows

T � and the entire �ow is smooth�

By the vanishing of the growth terms in ������� we have

��  �� 
H

�
� R  ��

on each Nt� Then ���	� says

d

dt
H�  ��jAj� � �Rc��� ���

showing Rc��� �� is constant on each Nt� and then

K  K�� � ����  �Rc��� �� � �����

��



showing that K is constant on Nt� and Nt is isometric to a round sphere�

Since the normal speed� ��H� is constant on each Nt� the metric on M takes the

warped product form

g 
�

H�
dt� � hNt

where t  u�x�� We de�ne r  r�t� by imposing

hNt
 r� dS

where dS is the standard metric on S�� Then di�erentiating the relation

etjN�j  jNtj  ��r�

yields

dt  �
dr

r
	

Now

m 
jNtj���
��������

�
��� �

Z
Nt

H�

�

from which we obtain

H� 
�

r�
� �m

r�
	

Substituting these relation above� we get

g 
dr�

�� �m�r � r�dS

which is isometric to R� or �taking its exterior region� to one�half of the Schwarzschild

manifold �see 
HE� p�������

Nonlocal Mass Example� We are now in a position to give an example that sheds light

on the nonlocality of mass distribution� In the arti�cial�jump construction of Theorem

���� it is tempting to include a contribution from the other boundary components as they

are jumped over� However� the following example shows that not all of the extra mass is

acquired at the moment of jumping�

Let M be half of a Schwarzschild manifold of mass m � � and boundary �F�� and

select a point p in M � Consider p as the site of an in�nitely small black hole of mass zero�

��



Let �Nt�t�� be the �ow starting from p and jumping over �F� at t  t� according to the

procedure of Theorem ���� We have

�  mH�N�� � mH�Nt�� � mH�N
�
t� � � mH�N��  m	

The middle inequality represents the jump� The �rst and third inequalities are strict

because of the rigidity statement proven above� for otherwise M would be rotationally

symmetric around p� which is impossible�

So� from the point of view of p� part of the mass is located in the ��eld� fore and

aft of the black hole �F�� whereas from the point of view of �F�� all the mass is on the

horizon�

This example may easily be modi�ed so that the horizon at p has positive size �by

summing two dissimilar Laplace kernels�� and similar considerations apply� We would like

to thank Professors Friedman� Geroch� and Wald for conversations about this example�

x� Applications to Quasi	Local Mass

In this section we examine the implications of the monotonicity formula ������ for the

quasi�local mass� or gravitational capacity� put forward by Bartnik� In particular� we show

that it satis�es the positivity and exhaustion properties conjectured in 
Ba���

Let us �rst give an analogy from electrostatics� If E is a bounded set in Rn� n � 	�
consider the class of potentials such that

����� � u  � � �� u � � in E� u� � as jxj � ��

where � is the charge density� The total charge Q is given by

Q�u� 

Z
�  lim

r��

Z
�Br

�u� �

analogous to the ADM mass� One de�nition of the capacity of E is the smallest total

charge consistent with ������ It is attained by the solution of the Dirichlet problem with

u  � on �E�

An admissible region is de�ned to be an exterior region with R � � and satisfying
������ Let ! be an open subset of some admissible region� In analogy with the above� the

Bartnik capacity of ! is de�ned by

cB�!� � inffmADM �M� � M is an admissible region isometrically containing !g	

��



We call such an M an �admissible� extension of !�

Bartnik�s original de�nition requiredM to be di�eomorphic to R� and free of minimal

surfaces� whereas we allow minimal surfaces on the boundary� The set ! can measure the

mass of the black holes by surrounding several boundary components�

If M is an extension of !� then M is an extension of any subset of !� so cB has the

monotonicity property 
Ba��

�! � ! implies cB��!� � cB�!�	

We deliberately avoided de�ning cB when ! cannot be embedded in a single exterior region�

because in that case it is unclear what part of the mass should be exposed and what part

shielded� One could reconceive cB as a property of an end of !� but then the monotonicity

property becomes corrupted�

If ! happens to be a minimizing hull in the extension M � then by the proof Theorem

��� and Lemma ���� we have

mH��!� � mADM �M�	

So if we were to limit ourselves to this class of extensions in the de�nition� then cB would

immediately acquire a positive lower bound� namely mH � But then cB would become

unde�ned or in�nite for irregular subsets of !� again undercutting the monotonicity and

the universality of the de�nition�

Using inverse mean curvature �ow� we are able to prove the following�

��� Positivity Property� Let ! be an open subset of some admissible region� Then

cB�!� � ��

unless ! is locally isometric to Euclidean R��

It is open whether ! can be isometrically embedded in R�� A related question� which

would imply this� is whether a sequence of exterior regions with R � � and ADM mass

converging to zero must converge in the Gromov�Hausdor� topology �outside of a set of

small perimeter� to �at R�� This conjecture arose in discussion with Professor Ye�

Proof� It su�ces to show that the initial part of an inverse mean curvature �ow starting

at a point is independent of the extension� Let x be a point in ! where the metric is not

��



�at� Let M� be any complete� asymptotically �at manifold containing !� and let u be the

solution of ����� in M� n fxg given by Lemma ����
Choose r � � such that Br�x� is a topological ball and B�r�x� � !� By the mono�

tonicity formula for minimal surfaces 
S� p����� any minimal surface in B�r�x� n #Br�x� that

meets �B�r�x� has a certain minimum area c� Select t� so that Et� � Br�x� and j�Et� j � c�

By Lemma ����i�� Et� is a minimizing hull in !� We will prove that that this remains

true in any extension� in a suitable sense� Let M be an arbitrary extension of !� and

let P be a surface that minimizes area among all surfaces in M that separate Et� from

the asymptotically �at end of M � Then P n #Et� is a minimal surface in M n #Et� � and

jP j � j�Et� j � c� so P cannot meet �B�r�x�� Since M contains no closed minimal surfaces

besides �M � P must lie in B�r�x�� Since Et� is a minimizing hull in !� we have

j�Et�j � jP j�

which holds� in fact� for any surface separating Et� from in�nity�

By this property and Lemma ���� the argument of Theorem ��� produces a �ow that

proves

mH��Et�� � mADM �M�	

Since M was an arbitrary extension of !� this shows

mH��Et�� � cB�!�	

On the other hand� the simple connectedness of Br�x�� ������� and the argument used to

prove the rigidity in x� show that

mH��Et�� � �	

��� Exhaustion Property� Let M be asymptotically �at satisfying ������ If !i is a se�

quence of bounded sets such that �	i
� �M locally uniformly� then cB�!i�� mADM �M��

Proof� Select Ri �� such that DRi
� !i� where DR denotes the coordinate ball� By

������ DRi
nDRi��� is C

� close to �at for large i� It follows by an argument similar to the

��



above that DRi��� is a minimizing hull �in the sense employed above� in any extension
�M

of DRi
� By the argument of Theorem ���� there exists a �ow in �M that proves

mH�DRi���� � mADM � �M�	

Taking the in�mum over �M � this proves

mH�DRi���� � cB�!i��

which does not exceed mADM �M�� A direct calculation similar to Lemma ��� �but easier�

proves mH�DRi����� mADM �M�� yielding the Proposition�

��
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